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FOREWORD 
This document is prepared and submitted in accordance with the 
requirements of Contract NAS9-6587, Article XI.B of the contract 
schedule. 
This document presents a summary of the Apollo Lunar Surface 
Drill Program, including the evolution of the final design con-
figuration, results of the development and qualification tests Which 
influenced design changes, and recommendations for future improvements 
to the drill system. Detail design drawings, thermal analyses, 
informal development test reports, formal test procedures, and formal 
qualification test reports which are referenced herein have been pre-
viously forwarded to NASA in a.ccordance with applicable program 
sChedules, and are not included with this report. 
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I.. SUMMARY 
1.0 GENERAL PROGRAM INFORMATION 
The Martin Marietta Corporation has completed a two-phase program 
for the design, development, fabrication, and test of flight model Apollo 
Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD) systems to be used by early Apollo astrODp.uts 
for the emplacement of lunar subsurface Heat Flow EA~eriment probes. Tasks 
performed under these programs, designated as Phase C and Phase D, are 
briefly described below. 
The ALSD Phase C Program consisted of the following major 
tasks: 1) Generation of design concepts supported by performance of 
preliminary development tests, 2) Prepara.tion of top-level drawings 
and fabrication of a representative mock-up, and 3) Preparation of 
detail engineering, manufacturing, quality assurance, reliability, test, 
and program management plans required for the performance of the subse-
quent Phase D Progra~ 
The Phas,a D Program consisted predominantly of the fabrication 
of development, training, qualification test, and flight unit ALSD:1 s.. The 
magnitude of development testing required to finalize the design. was 
considerably greater than originally anticipated, priro.arily due to un-
expected problems with the original subsurface hole encasement design 
approach. Significant design changes beyond the Phase C design baseline 
were also incorporated as a result of the following: 1) Reallocation 
(reduction) in the available stowage volume for the ALSD aboard the space-
craft~ 2) Redefinition of the lunar surface model sim~lation resulting 
from updated Lunar Orbiter and Surveyor information,. 3) Refinement of 
environmental design criteria, 4) Data from spacesuited operability tests 
and, 5) Astronaut change requests. 
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2.0 GENERAL SIS 'rEM REQUIREMENTS 
The ALSD general design requirements included the following 
major items: 1) Lightweight, transportable, and operable by a single 
astronaut on the lunar surface, 2) Powered from a self-contained power 
source (battery), 3) Capable of drilling and casing two, 3-meter holes 
in the lunar subsurfa.ce within 66.4 mimtes, 4) Capa.ble of retaining the 
lunar subsurface core specimens from the second hole for return to earth 
for subsequent analysis, 5) Capable of withstanding the vibration., shock, 
acceleration, and temperature environments of the Saturn spacecraft 
during transit from earth to the moon, and, 6) Capable of operating in 
the reduced gravity, vacuum environment of the lunar surface at any sun 
angle between 7 and 45 0 above the horizon. 
The lunar surface simulation models required for design guide-
lines were revised during the program res.ulting from updated Lunar 
Orbi ter and 'Surveyor spacecraft da.ta. Original drilling requirements 
for the ALSD included the following alternate models: 
1) Two, 3-meter holes in 50% porosi~y basalt, and 
2) Two, 1.2 meter holes in unsorted, uncohesive conglomerate. 
containing a maximum of 0.5 meter- of dense llaIUil.1.t. 
The updated lunar surface information obtained later in the 
program resulted in the following alternate simulation models: 
1) Two, 3-meter holes in unsorted, uncohesive conglomerate 
inclusive of a maximum of 0.5 meter of 43% porosity 
basal t chunks, and . - . . 
2) Two, 3-meter holes in unsorted, uucohesive conglomerate 
inclusive of a O. 75 meter block (maxi1lllm) of 43% porosity 
basalt, and - . - .-
3) Two, 3-meter holes in unsorted, uncohesive conglomerate 
inclusive of a 0.15 meter block (maximum) of dense basalt. 
A brief description of the final ALSD configuration which meets 
the design requirements is deseribed in the following paragraphs; the 
design evolution leading to the final design approach is presented in 
Section II of this report. 
1-2 
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3.0 GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRr~rION 
The ALSD is designed as a. tots.llY integrated system which inte.r-
faces with the ALSEP pallet locB.ted in the LM,..SEQ during transit from 
earth to the rnoon i s surface. The drill, with its vari.ous subsys tems, 
can be remo~,1ed as a single packa.ge from the AJ ... SEP pallet and transported. 
by the astronaut to the selected drilling site for subsequent assembly 
and operation. The core bit and extension tubes, which are transp.;)rted 
from earth to the moon in the ALSRC, are integrated with the ALSD package 
in the vicinity of the LM or at the drilling 8ite o .After assembly at 
the drilling site, the ALSD is used by the astronaut to drill two, 
.3-meter holes in the lunar subsurfaee for emp1a.eement of the HFE probes. 
A brief description of the ALSD subsystems (Figs .. I-I through 
1-4) required to perform the lunar surface drilling mission includes 
the following: 
1) Battery-Provides the total electrical power required to 
perform a two-hole lunar surfaee drillir...g miSSion., 
2) Battery Thermal Shroud-Provides battery protection from 
low temperature during lunar surfaee operations at a low 
sun angle, 
3) Power Head-Contains the electric-motor, percussion and 
rotation systems required for powering the dri1l bit, 
4) Power Head Thermal Guard-Prevents the astronaut from 
aCCidently contacting areas of the power head which may 
exceed +250oP during drilling operations, 
5) Handle and SwitCh Actuator Assembly-Provides the astronaut 
with a means of manual restraint and motor control of the 
drill, 
6) Core Bit-Provides the cutting capability required for 
rock penetration, 
7) Extension Tubes-Transmit the rotary-percussive energy 
from the power head to the core bit" provides a means 
for core collection~ and mechanically conveys rock cuttings 
from the core bit/rock interface to the surface, 
8) Extension Tube Caps-Preclude loss of core material from 
the extension tubes during storage in the ALSRC, 
I-.3 
Figure I-I ALSD Assembly, Stowage and lAmar Operating Sequence 
Figure I-2 ALSD Shipping Container 
Figure 1-3 ALSD/ALSF:l! Spacecraft Stowage Mode 
ER 14778 
Figure 1-4 ALSD Lunar Surface Deployed Mode 
1-7 
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9) Hole Casings-Provide.. a means of displacing lutlAr cave-in 
material from a pre-drilled subsurface hole and restrain 
the walls of the hole if required in unconsolidated 
material, 
10) Hole Casing Adapter-Couples hole casings to power head 
output spindle during emplacement, 
11) Wrench-Provides a means fO,r deeoupling extension tubes, 
12) Rack Assembly-Provides mltbound ~ssion stowage restraint 
for hole casings, wrench, and handle assembly, and provides 
temporary vertical stowage of hole casings, extension 
tubes, and ~enc~ during lunar drilling operations, 
13) Treadle Assembly-Provides structUral,restraint for the 
entire ALSD system during outboulld mission stowage, and 
houses the 'drill string lock used in: conjunction with the 
wrench for extension r~be decouplingoperations. 
Major items of GSE (Figs. I-5 and 1-6) required to support ~e 
ALSD during earth preparations include the following: 
1) Shipping Container-Provides. a con'7enient means for shipping 
or hand-carrying the ALSD Assembly, 
2) Pressurization Unit-Provides capability for sequentially 
pressurizing th~ battery ~nd power head for verification 
of relief valve operation and seal integrity, 
3) Battery Charg1U6 Unit-Provides capability for recharging 
of battery i£ required, 
4) Battery Activation Kit-Contains ,lec'ttolyte for individually 
activating the sixteen battery·cella. . 
A detailed description of the ALSD subsystems and GSE. operating 
procedures, and ma.~ntenEmce instructions, ~re pro:vidEld in Refe·renee 2. 
, 1-8 
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II. ALSD CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT 
1.0 PHASE C DESIGN APPROACH 
1.1 Design Concept - The Phase C stu4y and development program (1) 
resulted in the ALSD design concept iL1ust~ated in Figures II-l, 
2, and 3. This mod.al, waighing approximately 22 pounds and occupying 
a stowage volume of 22 x 19 x 8.8 inches, was designed to meet the 
original contractual requirements. A brief descriptio~ of the components 
and design parameters are delineated in the following paragraphs. 
1.2 Core Bit - The initial contract requirements of 1.125 inch 
maximum lunar subsurface hole diameter and 0.750 inch minimum core dia-
meter dictat~d the major design parameters for the core bit. An outside 
diameter of 1.032 inches (cutting tip O. D.) was selected to allow for 
drill string eccentricity, and the possible drilling of oversize holes 
in low density lunar surface materials. The selected 0.752 inch inside 
diameter (cutting tip I. D.) resulted in a cutting tip kerf of 0.140 
inches. A cuttingtip-to-body clearance (both I. D. and O. D.) of 0.30 
inches resulted in a basic wall thickness of 0.080 fo,r both the core bit 
body and core bit extension tubes. 
Minor changes to the core bit geometry ~ and results of the 
cutting tip optimization program are described in Section III of this 
report. 
1.3 Core Bit Extension Tubes .. The s.ix (6) extension tubes initially 
selected for the ALSD were to be 'fabricated from magnesium with 440 - ser:tes 
stainless steel caps for increased strength of the coupling joints. A 
proprietary process by an outside vendor for fusing the dissimilar magnesium 
and stainless steel initially appeared promising, but schedule difficulties 
precluded use of the process. However, a subsequent percussive energy 
strain wave transmission' efficiency analysis indicated ~~at the final 
material selection (6 Al - 4V titanium) will outperform the initial 
material selection. 
Regardless of material. selection,' the tubes were designed to 
provide an extension of the helical flute, rock cuttings transport system 
from the core bit cutting tips to the lunar surface. The initial desigJ? 
consisted of four~ 1-inc~ lead flutes, 0.030 inches in depth, commencing 
at the four carbide cutting-tips of the core bit, and running continuously 
along the s:l:x tubes when assembled to form the drill string. Alignment 
of the external flutes of adjacent tubes was controlled by the double 
coupling threads which were machined coinCident with two of the four flutes. 
Figure 11-1 ALSD Pbase "C" Mockup 
ER 14778 
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Figure II- 2 ALSD Phase II 0" Mockup Transport Mode 
II-3 
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Figure II-3 ALSD Phase "e" Mockup Operational Mode 
II-4 
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The assembled drill string was designed for a c.ontinuous O. D.. and. Io Do 
of 0.972 and 0.812 inches~ respectively, throughout its length. 
Minor changes to the extension tube geometry,. and results of 
the development test program are desc.ribed in Section III of this report~ 
1.4 P~wer Head; - The initial operating parameters for the power· 
head were established as a result of development drilling tests conducted 
during the l'hase C program as reported in Reference 1. These tests were. 
conducted using NASA furnished rock 11 standards" consisting of high density 
bas.a1t, ,coria, and pumice. An engineering model drill mecha.nism was 
fabricated which was capable of parameter variation -- rplD.t- blows per 
bit revolution, blaws per minute, percuss.ive. blow energy t and pe.rcussive 
haImDer mass. This device was used to establish relative rGCk sample 
dri1lability, penetration rates, and power consumption data per u.nit 
volume of rock drilled. As. a result of thue tests, the fQ110wing initial 
operating parameters were established. 
Motor gaa,racf:erist:ic:s 
1) Nominal Operating Voltage: 24 VDC 
2) Nominal Operating Current: 19 Amperes d. c. 
3) Nominal Operating Speed: 8,000 rpm 
4) Nominal Operating Motor TorcJ.ue: 3.3 in.-lbe. 
5) Effic.iency: 65-70% 
Percussion S:zst;ent 
1) Cam: Single lobe, O.5-iuch max. deflection, 15$ rise angle 
2) Spring: 240 lbs./1nch 
3) Ram Weight: 0.66 1bs. 
4) Energy Per Blow: 30 in.-lbs.. 
Power Train System 
1) Motor-to-Rotary Drive Ratio: 39.6 
2) Nominal Core Bit Speed: 200 RPM 
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3) Motor-to-Cam Ratio: 3.56 
4) Nominal Percussion Rate: 2,250 BPM 
5) Blows Per Bit Revolution: 11.25 
The power head was designed as a totally integrated unit, wi~ 
the motor, percussion system, and power train compactly enclosed within 
a pressurizab1e magnesium housing. Minor c:h.aDges to the power head 
operating paramet.ers, and results of the development test program are 
described in Section III of this report. 
1.5 Batt~ - A silver-zinc: batter,r was selected for the !LSD since 
this system represented the maximwn power-to-weight ratio available in 
the required power range. Additionally" reliability of a similar battery 
system, IDamlfacblred by the same battery contractor for the astronaut 
personnel life support ays tem, also influenced the ALSD power source 
selection. 
The total power requirement established for the ALsD battery 
was based'upon the Phase C test program described in Reference 1. At 
that time the maximum power was required in the lunar surface siDlI1.1ation 
model consisting of two, 3-meter holes in 50% porosity basalt. Although 
a 3-meter vesicular basalt II standard,t model was not available for the 
Phase C program, previous tests performed by MMC using sma~l rock samples 
indicated a normalized power requirement of 3 watt-hrs./i~ of drilled 
material. For t~e bit described in paragraph 1.2 having a kerf cutting 
area of 0.392 in., the total volume of drilled material required for two 
holes is a.pproximately 94 in~, and the total power requirement was cal-
culated to be 282 watt-hours. Therefore, the total battery power capacity 
wa.s established at 300 watt-hours. Alth~h the lunar surface simulation 
model was subsequently modified resulting from updated Lunar Orbiter and 
Surveyor data, the initially established powel;' capacity was sufficient 
to perform the two-hole drilling mission. 
The basic operating parameters for the ALsD battery did not 
change throughout the program although the qualification test program 
did result in significant structural modifications as describeQ, in 
Section 1110;, this report. Basically, the 300 watt-haur capacity was 
attained by the use of sixteen,. 12.5 ampere ... heur, silver-zinc cells 
housed' in a pressurizable magnesium case. The 'battery case was designed 
for direct mechanical and electrical interface with the power head~ 
electrical control was accomplished bY.&n internally installed microswitch 
which interfaced with the ALSD handle assembly control lever through a 
pressure-tight rubber boot. 
11-6 
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1.6 treadle Assembly - The ALSD treadle assembly was designed to 
perform three basic functions: 1) Maintain structural restraint of all 
ALSD components during the spacecraft stowage and lUl~r transport modes, 
2) Provide a locking n~chanism for restraining the drill string during 
decoupling operations in conjunction 'with the wrench, and 3) Provide a 
platform during drilling operations to permit the astronaut to apply foot 
pressure to the power head (via the cable assembly) "Which, in turn, in-
creased the drilling efficiency due to the increased core bit/rock inter~ 
face pressureo 
The third basic function of the treadle assembly was incorporated 
as a result of the Reference 1 tests, which indicated that the astronautis 
capability for applying axial forces (15-25 pounds) to the ALSD for a 
time period sufficient to efficiently drill 3 meters of vesicular basalt 
was extremely doubtful. Utilization of the treadle in the open loop 
mode (as indicated in Fig. 11-3), or in the closed loop mode (in con-
junction'with a forward treadle pivot anchored to the lunar surface) 
permitted the operator to apply approximately 30 or 60 pounds respectively 
to the'power head unde-r 1/6-G conditions by applying foot pressure to the 
treadle in lieu of arm pressureo 
1.7 Cable Assemblx - During normal drilling operations the cable 
assembly was attached between the front of the treadle and the power head. 
The reel assembly housing contained two negator (constant force) springs, 
one of which automatically extended/retracted, the cable on its reel in 
ac(!ord,9.nce with demand, and the other which limited the maxinnlm .force to 
60 pounds which could be applied to the cable assembly via the foot 
treadle. During both the open loop and closed loop modes of ~SD opera-
tion, the. operator was required to "pump" the treadle assembly as the 
drill string penetrated into the subsurface in o-rder to wind up the cable 
and ma.intain a continuous force on the power hes.d o 
1.8 Core Remo~ler - The core remover was designed to perform two 
functions - to serve as a spanner wrench for decoupling extension tubes 
in conjunction with the treadle lock, and to provide a means for the 
operator to dislodge rock core segments from the extension tubes after 
drilling. 
1.9 Vertical Indicator - The vertical indicator (Figures II-5~ 8) 
was designed to be attached to either the power head handle or the em-
placed drill string, and was used to provide a gross indication of the 
drill string emplacement angle. The device consisted essentially of a 
concave dish inscribed with concentric circles calibrated in angular 
, degrees from the center to its outer periphery. A hollow ball filled 
with a high viscosity liquid to induce damping was employed as the 
angular indicator. A transparent cover attached to the top of the concave 
dish restrained the ball without loss of visibility. 
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1.10 Hole Casias Sleeve - The initial casing concept consilted of 
the use of a thinwwall (.004 in.), slotted:; tube which was capable of 
storage on a reel within the dispenser illustrated in Figure 11-1. After 
emplacement of the drill string, the casing was reeled from the dispenser, 
inserted over the drill string, and forced down into the subsu~£ace to 
restrain the hole walls during the period between removal of the drill 
string and emplace~nt of the liFE probe. After emplacement of the probe, 
the slotted, thin-wall sleeve was removed from around the electronics 
cable and reeled into the dispenser in preparation for th~ second hole 
enCAsement. 
Although this casing technique could be performed with some 
success in pumice~ and to a limited depth in conglomerate overburden, 
it was subsequently replaced with the pawer-driven fiberglas.s casings 
described in Section III of this report. 
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2,,1 Re.si..&.I\ Conc~.! .. ])IJ.ring the !:',arly part of the ?hase. D progra.m1J 
a major re.pac:'kag1.ng of the. ALSD concept d.escr.ibed in paragr.aph 1. 0 ~ia.~ re-
quired due to a redu.ci::ton in ALSEP-al1oca.ted 'Volt,m.e from the. origin.a.l 
22 x 19 x 8.8 inches to 22 x 9.6 x 7 :1.uches. The modified packaging con ... 
c.e.pt i.s i1.1t:,strated in Figure 11 ... 4 0 The ALSD components 1.11ustrated in 
FigL'lres 11-5 s.nd 11 ... 6 a.re similar to tiJ.os.e described in paragraph 1" 0 
except for 6e following changes: 
1) The tubular treadle illus.trated in 'Figure 11-1 was replaced 
with a laminated honeycomb board to provide s. m.ore rigid 
restraint for the various !LSD components during the 
launch;. .boost, and landing phases of the It.tIlli:1..r mj.ssion, 
2) The core bit extension tubes were tIlO\1nted in a rack 
which pivoted to a vertical position during ALSD opera.-
tion to improve their aceessability to the operator~ 
3) A drill guide and debris deflector were added to preclude 
the possibility of subsurface, gas-ejected particles from 
impj~ing upon the astronaut during drilling operations, 
4) A cuttings collector box was added to preclude thermal 
disturbances in the immediate area of the bore hole 
resulting from cuttings being distributed on the surface~ 
5) The reduced volume allocation. for the ALSD necessitated 
separation of the operating handle assembly from the 
battery in the stowage mode. 
2.1 Mocku12 Fabrie.ati,2B: .. A. total of three mockt.tps similar t.O th.at 
illustrated in Figures 1I,-~. 5, and 6 were fabricated during the early 
portion of the Phase D, .P:~~:t::~!"Tl.1.e~e .. ~_:t,I!iUla:tors _'to7e~e. designed to .. 
provide a repres.entation of the structural,. mass,. and thermal/mecham_cal 
properties of the flight model ALBD .. 
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Figure II"5 ALSD Accessory Group Subsystem Components (MockUP) 
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Figure II-6 ALSDOperational Configuration (Mockup) 
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3~ 0 DEVELOPL\1ENT MODEL 
3.1 ~esign Concep~ - The first operational ALSD model is illustrated 
in Figures I1-7 through II-H. The unit included functional subsystems 
similar to those previo:~sly described, and the assembly was packaged to 
stow within the reduced ALSEP volume alloc.ation. A brief d.escription of 
the ALSD subsystems is delineated in the follOWing paragraphs, 
3 .. 2 Carrying Case (Fi&. 11.7) - A eomme.rical a.luminum carrying case 
was modified by the incorporation of molded styrofoam designed to form-
fit the ALSD assembly. The carrying case was designed to preclude d.amage 
to the ALSD assembly during storage or transport on earth. 
3.3 Pqwer Head (Fig, 11-8) - The final operating parameters selected 
for the power head were modified somewhat as compared to those previously 
described in paragraph 1.4. These changes included an increase in the 
" 0titput rpm and percussive energy to increase the drilling efficiency in 
high density basalt as indicated below: 
MOtor Characteristics 
1) Operating Voltage: 23.± 1 VDe 
2) Nominal Operating Curr.ent~ "18.75 Amperes d.c. 
3) Nominal Operating_Speed: 9300 rpm 
4) Efficiency: 70% 
Pe:r.:cussion Syst,8l! 
1) Cam: Single lobe, 0.5 inch max deflection, 140 rise angle 
2) " Spring: 240 1bs. / in" 
3) Ram Weight: 0 .. 661 pounds 
4) Energy Per Blow: 39 in.-lbs. 
Power Train Sxstem 
1) MOtor-to--Rotary Drive Ratio: 33.1 
2) Nominal Core Bit Speed: 280 rpm 
3) Motor- to-Cam Ratio: 40 :'. 
"; 
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Figure 11-7 Development Model ALSD With Carrying Case. 
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Figure 11 .. 8 Development Model Power Head and Battery Assembly. 
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Figure 1I-11 Development Model ALSD - Operational Mode 
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4) Nominal Percussion Rate: 2270 BPM. 
5) Blows Per Bit Revolution: 8.1 
, 
, , 
In order to redllce procurement time, the power head castings 
for the development model ALSD were fabricated from. sand cast aluminu.::n. 
r~ther than the investment magnesium castings used for the flight units. 
3.4 Batterl \Fi~. II~~L .. The silver-zinc battery employed with 
the development model ALSD consisted of gecondary-type cells housed in. 
a steel cas~. The secondary cells were used in lieu of the primarj 
flight cells for their greater recharge and operating life characteristi.cs. 
A steel case was used in lieu of the flight-type magnesium case to prolong 
the structural life of the battery. The 120 watt-hour power capacity of 
this battery was attained by use of sixteen, 5 ampere-hour silver-zinc 
cells. ' 
3.5 H,and1e Assembly (Fig. II-8~ - The tubular handle assembly con-
sisted of two pivoted battery locking pins, an operating s"t-n.tch with 
safety lock, and a mounting post for the vertical indicator. Eng,agement 
of the pivoted locking pins into the battery case receptacles required 
use of the spanner wrench to apply the required locking forces. 
3.6 Vertical Indicator (Fig, II-a) - The operation of the develop-
ment model ve:r .. tica1 indicator was identical to that described for the 
mockup in paragraph 1. 9. 
3.7 Treadle Assembly (Fig. 11-92 -The treadle assembly included 
t~e honeycomb treadle board~ cuttings collector box, debris deflector, 
and foot operated drill string locko A tubular extensio'J. was added to 
the basic treadle board which, when extended, increased its moment arm 
when used in conjunction with the reel and cable assembly. This permitted 
the operator to apply greater axial forces to the power head and drill 
string via the reel cable. 
30 8 Reel and cable Assembly (Fig. II-~2 - The operation of the 
development mOdel reel and cable assembly was identical to that described 
for the mockup in paragraph 1.7, except a pointer indicator was added to 
provide a visual indication of the "loadedl! or !1unloadedT! condition of 
the restraint system in the closed loop mode of operation. When the 
pOinter on the front of the assembly indicated an "un1oadedlt condition 
during penetration of the drill", the operator was required to "pUmpH the 
treadle in order to reset the springs and cable for the reapplication 
of foot pressure to the power head via the cable. 
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3.9 Core Bit and Extension Tubes (Fig, II-10) - The configu.ration 
of the core bit and extension tubes is similar to that described in 
paragraph 1.2 and 1.3, except two small tool holes were incorporated near 
t~e male coupling joint of each section to permit engagement of the 
spanner wrench during decoupling operations. !he development model 
extension tubes were fabricated from hi-tuff steel whiCh was subsequently 
changed to titanium. 
3.10 Spanner Wrench (Fig, 11-10) - This device was used to perform 
the same functions as described for the core remover in paragraph 1.8, 
In addition, the tool was used for attachment of the handle assembly to 
the battery case" and for disengagement of the various latching devices 
used to restrain the battery/p~Ner head assembly and rack assembly in the 
stowage mode configuration. 
3.11 Anchor Pins (Fig. 11-10) - The development model anchor pins 
were used to restrain the front end of the treadle assembly to the 
drilling surface during the closed loop mode of drilling in consolidated 
rock. The anchor pins were attached to the treadle by a pi~and-yoke 
arrangement. This mode of operation permitted the operator to apply a 
force of 69 pounds to the power head, as ,controlled by the'reel and cable 
assembly negator spring. This force, gained through the mechanical 
advantage of the restraint system, permitted power head axial loadings 
in excess of operator lunar weight. 
Use of the anchor pins (one for each 3-meter hole) required 
the operator to pre.drill a one or two inch deep hole into the consoli-
dated rock near the proposed3-meter drilling site. After drilling of 
the shallow hole, the anchor pin (assembled to the treadle) was ingerted 
into the hole where it resisted an upward force by four pivoted, serrated 
pawls which latc.hed against the walls of the hole. 
3.12 Hole Casing Sle~ves (Fig. 11-101 - The hqle casing technique 
previously described in paragraph 1.10 was replaced by use of thin-wall 
(0 .. 012 inches) fiberglass tubes on the first ALSD development model. 
The serrated tubes were interlocked, placed concentrically around the 
extension tubes, and driven concurrently with the drill string during 
the drilling operation. The casing string was held rigid (non rotating 
with respect to t.he drill string) by a matching serrated cap which was 
clamped to the lower portion of the power head. 
This casing technique, which proved to be unreliable and im-
practical beyond a depth of 15-20 inches in conglo~rate overburden, was 
abandoned when the new requirement of casing to a full 3-meter depth was 
inc orpo ra ted. 
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3.13 S.t,owage Rack (Fil£. ~r-9% l~>, - The stowage rack, pivot-mounted 
to the treadle assembly on the first ALSD development model, provided 
restraint for the core bit extension tubes, hole casin6 sleeves, spanner 
vvcench, handle assembly, and all miscellaneous components for both the 
transport and operational modes o 
3.14 Development Model Fabricati.on - Two development-type ALSD's were 
fabricated - one was retained by the Contractor for the performance of 
numerous development tests a.nd the other model, designated EMI Test Model 
to be t1!~ed for electrical interference testing, was delivered to NASA. 
The latter model was subsequently designated as a Development/Training 
Unit and was used accordingly by NASA for the performance of I-G and 
KC .. 135 Ij6 .. G tests. 
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4. 0 DEVELOPMl<~NT MDDEL (FIRST MODIFICATION) 
4.1 ~esign Concept - As a result of spacesuit operability evalua-
tions and casing technique development tests, several modifications were 
incorporated into the ALSD development model as illustrated in Figures 
1I-12 and 1I-13. These modifications included the following items: 
1) The rack assembly was redesigned for detachment from 
the treadle by the operator during ALSD deployment opera-
tions. Spacesuit operability tests indicated that system 
stability and access.ibility of the accessory components 
would be improved if the rack assembly were erected on 
the surface two or three feet away from the treadle. 
2} A reel and eable assembly support post capable of pivot-
ing to an upright position was added to the treadle assembly. 
This device was required to provide a convenient temporary 
stowage point for the reel and cable assembly during 
extension tube addition operations. This function was 
previously accomplished by the rack assembly with the 
configuration illustrated in Figure II-11. 
3) The handle assembly-to-battery case locking pin located 
under the operating switch was changed from a. pivoted 
to a fixed pin thus e1iminatins one locking operation with 
the spanner wrench~ 
4) The concurrently-driven hole casing sleeves illustrated 
in Figure 11-10 were replaced with the heavier, power-
driven casings illustrated in Figure II-12. This casing 
technique. required that the 3-meter subsurface hole be 
predri1led with the core bit and metal drill stril1~h 
followed by power driving of the closed-end fiberglass 
casings. A more extensive discussion of the evolution 
leading to the final casing technique selected for the 
ALSD is presented in Section III of this report. 
5) The quadruple flute, one-inch lead hi-tuff steel extension 
tubes illustrated in Figure II-I0 were replaced with 
double flute, one-inch lead. titanium (6 A.1 - 4V) tubes. 
A 'desc.ription of o::her extension tube materials tested 
for this program is presented in Section III of this 
report. 
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Figure 1I-12 Development Model ALSD (First Modification Components) 
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Figure 11-13 Development Model ALSD (First Modification Operational Mode) 
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6) The four serrated locking pawls employed on the anchor 
pins described in paragraph 3.11 were replaced with a 
silicon rubber sleeve (approxo 0 .. 8 in. long x 1.050 in. 
diameter) located at the bottom of the pin. The rubber 
sleeve was restrained by a metal ring around its lower 
edge in a manner which al1~7ed axial stretching (and 
decreasing., diameter) of t..h.e rubber sleeve when the anchor 
pin was forced into a shallow, predril1ed 1.032 inch 
diameter hole. When an upward force was applied to the 
emplaced anchor pin, the lower metal ring restrained 
axial stretching of the rubber sleeve causing it to 
e..xpand radially thus applying a side force on the hole 
wall which reacted against the upward force applied by 
the treadle assembly. Operation of this design was 
found to be more effective than the prev:t,ous design. 
4.2 ~eveloPffient Model Fabrication (First Modi~ication) - The ALSD 
mndifications previously described were incorporated into the NASA 
development/ training unit and the MMC development model~ . 
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5.0 DEVELOPMENT MODEL (SECOND MODIFICATION) 
5.1 Desi&n Concept - The second modification to the development 
model ALSD involved major changes to nearly every component in the 
system. These changes resulted from: 1) A redefinition of the lunar 
surface model based upon updated Lunar Orbiter and Surveyor data, 2) Space-
suited operability and drilling development tests, antL 3) Redef:lnition- ' 
of operating environment extremes. !hese modifications, illustrated 
in Figures II-l4 and II-15,inc1uded the following items: 
1) The quantity of fiberglass hole casings furnished with 
each ALSD was increased from six to twelve, and the 
length of each casing section was increased from'approxi-
mately 18 to 22 inches. This provided the capability for 
encasing each hole to the full 3-meter depth~ 
2) The quantity of core bit extension tubes was increased 
from six to eight,. and the length of each reduc.ed from 
approximately 22 to 17 inches. !his change permitted 
the drill string to be stowed outbound; and inbound in 
the ALSRCl' t:httS' -prev!di:ng t:he-!teccssary' -8-t»l!'4ge TOlume --
in the ALSD rack for stowing of the increased quantity 
of hole casings. This change also provided the capability 
of returning relatively undisturbed lunar subsurface core 
specimens from the second drill hole directly to earth 
in the ALSRC. 
3) The reel and cable assembly and anchor pins were eliminated 
to improve the overall operability of the system. Although 
dense rock drilling can be performed more efficiently with 
the higher axial core bit pressures made possible by the 
restraint system components. the reassessment of upper 
lunar surface Characteristics indicated that consolidated 
rock will not comprise a significant portion of the three 
meter drilling requirements. If subsurface blocks of 
consolidated rock are encountered, the ALSD operated at 
a normal astronaut-applied axial bit force (approxo 15 to 
20 pOunds) will be sufficient to penetrate at a rate of 
50 to 75 percent of that attainable with the restraint 
system. 
4) A power head. thermal guard was designed to preclUde" the 
spacesuited' astronaut from touching surfaces which may 
exceed +250~F under worst-case conditions (maximum non-
operating temperatures in the LM during outbound flight, 
Uk'1.ximu.m sun angle. and maximu.JIl power requirement drilling 
model) While operating on the moon is surface. 
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Figure II-14 Development Model ALSD (Second Modification Components) 
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Figure 11-15 Development Model ALSD (Second MOdification Operational Mode) 
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5) Th.e handle assembly opera.ti.ng switch was cha.nged from 
the single pivoted lever illustrated in Figures 11-12 
and 1I-13 to the double a,ctuat1.ng, concentric sleeve 
switches illustrated in Figure 11-14. Both sleeve 
switches !1lJ1st be de.pressed tovrerds th.e center of the 
handle in order to operate t.b.e drillo Tl'1is concept 
resulted in improved fail-safecharacteristicB, and the 
symetrical shape of the switch sleeves provided a constant 
profile to the operator regardless of operating height, 
thus improving ALSD operability. 
The handle-to-battery case pivoted locking pin wa..a changed 
to a. spring .. loaded latch thus eliminating the need for 
the wrench to p~ovide the required locking torque. Flared 
fittings were later incorporated on each end of the handle 
assembly to improve the operator's grip, as requested 
by NASA astronaut. 
6) The spanner configuration of the wrench head was changed 
to opposing 11 fixedtf and ftpivotedlt serrated jaws. This 
modification permitted the wren~h to grip the core bit 
extensio~ tubes at any location on the double flute system. 
The previous wrench configuration required alignment of the 
spanner 11 fixedtt and" spring-loaded" pins with the mating 
extension tube tool holes Which was somewhat diffiC'.llt for 
a spacesuited subject to perform. Flared ends to .the 
wrench handle were later incorporated for improved gripping, 
as requested by NAg~ astronaut. 
7) The foot-operated drill string locking mechanism integrated 
with the treadle assembly was replaced with a semi-automatic, 
serrated locking pawl. This device automatically locked 
the drill string in response to a counterclockwise rotation, 
and unlocked the drill string in response to a clockwise 
rotation. A concentric cone was added to the treadle to 
aid the operator in guiding the drill string through the 
treadle lock. 
8) The wrench-operated dzus-type fasteners for attaching the 
battery/power head and rack assemblies to ~~e treadle, 
and the erasing restraint bracket to the rack were replaced 
with hand-operated camloc fasteners, thus reducin3 the 
overall ALSD deployment time. 
9) A battery .shroud was added to the system to stabiHze 
~~e internal temperature of the battery during non-
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operating storage of the !LSD on the lunar surface with 
8 1m angles less t.'han 22° above the horizon. During 
operation of the !LSD the shroud is rema~ed by the 
astronaut by use of the quick release lanyard. 
5.2 D~velo£mep~ Model Fabrication (S~~ond Modificatio~ - The 
ALSD modifications previously described were incorporated into the MMC 
development model. A sim.ilar model, designated Training Unit No.1, 
was fabricated and delivered to NASA. Two Qualification Units were 
fabricated for the MMC test program described in Section Dl of this report. 
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6.0 FINAL ALSD CONFIGURATION 
6.1 Design Concept - The final ALSD flight configuration is similar 
to that described for t~e second modification of the development model, 
except for minor changes resulting from the Qualification Test Progra~ 
These changes, described in Section IV of this report ~ included the 
treadle assembly locking pawl, treadle assembly power head restraint 
structure, hole casing tip, casing adapter: and power head guard. 
Figures I-1 through I-4 illustrate the f~~l configuration of 
the ALSD, and Figures I-5 and I-6 illustrate the GSE. A more comprehensive 
description of the overall system, including thermal control parameters~ 
operatin3 procedures, and maintenance instructions are presented in 
Reference 2. A listing of final configuration drawings is tabulated 
in Table II-I. . 
6.2 Final Configuration Fabrication - Three flight units and a 
similar training unit were fabricated in accordance with the drawings 
delineated in Table II-1. The drawings listed in Table II-1 also 
document the configuration of the qualification units and the first 
training unit. Throughout design development, configuration recQrds 
and formal engineering drawings were maintained on qualification, train-
ing, and flight units. 
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Table II-l ALsD Subsystem Part Numbers 
Nomenclature Effectivity 
Container for ALSD Fl., Tr. 1, 2 
ALSD-Flight Unit Fl. 
ALSD-Training Unit Tl'. 1 
ALSD-Trainfng Unit Tr. 2 
Battery. ALSD Flight FL. 
Cells Fl. 
Silvercel Fill. Kit Fl. 
Battery, ALaD Train. Tr. 1, 2 
Cells Tr. 1, 2 
Silvercel Fill. ,Kit Tr. 1, 2 
Thermal Shroud Fl. 
Tr. 1, 2 
Power Head, Flight Fl. 
Power Head, Train. Tr. 1,2 
Thermal Guard Fl., Tr. 2 
Tr.l 
Insulation (Thermal) Fl., Tr.l, 2 
Retainer Fl., Tr.1, 2 
Shield, Connector Fl., Tr.l, 2 
Handle & Sw. Actuator Fl., Tr. 2 
Tr. 1 
Notes: MMC 
BID = 
YEC 
Martin Marietta Corporation 
Black & Decker Mfg. Co. 
Yardney Electric Corporation 
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Part Identification 
Part Number Qty/Unit Mfg. 
467AS050003-009 1 MMC 
467 A8050000-029 1 MMC 
-019 1 MMC 
-079 1 MMC 
PS9403000014-003 1 MMC 
PM 5 Special 16 YEC 
11310 1 YEC 
PS9403000014-001 1 MMC 
HR 5 Special 16 YEC 
11294 1 YEC 
467A8050029-009 1 MMC 
-049 1 MMC 
PS955000002-007 1 MMC 
-005 1 MMC 
467 A8050030-089 1 MMC 
-009 1 MMC 
467 AS040000-001 25 MMC 
467A8040000-023 1 MMC 
12062-94 1 BID 
467A8050013-099 1 MMC 
-009 1 MMC 
Flo All Flight Units 
Tr. '1= Training Unit SIN 001, etc. 
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~able XX-l ALSD Subsystem Part Numbers (Cont.) 
I Part Identification Nomenclature Effectivity Part Number Qty/Unit Mfg. 
Wrench, Drill string Fl., Tr. 2 467~8050014-039 1 MMC 
Tr. 1 -009 1 MMC 
Hole Casing String Fl., Tr. 2 467~8050003-019 S MMC 
-029 1 MMC 
-039 1 MMC 
-079 2 MMC 
Tr.1 467 ~8050003-019 8 MMC 
-029 1 MMC 
-039 1 MMC 
-049 2 MMC 
Adapter, ALSD Fl., Tr. 2 467 AS050036-009 1 MMC 
Tr.1 467 A8050025-019 1 MMC 
Rack Assembly Fl., Tr. 2 467 A8050028-029 1 MMC 
Tr.l -009 1 MMC 
Treadle Assembly Fl., Tr. 2 467~8050001-039 1 MMC 
Tr.l -009 1 MMC 
Lock Pin Assly. Fl., Tr. 2 467~8050015-069 1 MMC 
(with attached camloc) Tr.l -059 1 MMC 
Lock Pin ~ss Iy . Fl., Tr. 1, 2 467 ~8050009-029 "2 MMC 
Kit Accessory Details Fl., Tr.1, 2 467 ~8050000-059 1 MMC 
Extension Tube Fl., Tr. 1,2 PS600100022-001 7 MMC 
Extension Tube Fl., Tr. 1, 2 PS600100022-003 1 MMC 
Drill Bit Fl., Tr. 2 467A8050000-011 1 MMC 
Drill Bit Tr.l PS600100023-007 1 MMC 
Rack, Sample Cap Fl., Tr. 1, 2 467 A8050027 -009 1 MMC 
Rack Sample Cap Fl. Tr. 1, 2 467 ~8050027 -019 1 MMC 
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III. DEVELOPMENT TEST PROG.RA.M 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
An extensive developmznt test program was performed concurrently 
with the design of the ALSDo These tests served as a basis for v~lidation 
of the design concepts and components integrated into the ALSD development 
model and its various modifications prior to the performance of the formal 
qualification test program.. The major design areas encompassed by these 
tests included the following: 
1) Core bit optimization in conjunction with the development 
model power head, 
2) Core bit extension tube optimization, 
3) Hole casing sleeve optimization, 
4) Power head electromagnetic interference, 
5) Power head high temperature operating characteristics, 
6) Power head pressurization system operation in vacuum, 
7) Power head magnetic field radiation measurements, 
8) Battery performance characteristics, 
9) Drill string operational temperature rise, 
10) Power head vacuum rock drilling, 
11) Three meter drilling, 
12) Spacesuited subject operability. 
A brief description of these major test areas is presented in 
the following paragraphs. Numerous other tests were performed, some of 
Which are referenced at the end of this report. and others, which were 
not formally documented, were conducted during the performance of this 
program. Those tests, Which did not significantly influence the design 
of the ALSD, are not included in this report. 
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2.0 CORE BIT OPTIMIZATION 
2.1 Sco~e - Major factors involved in the design of the lunar drill-
ing system included: 1) total energy required to drill the hole(s), 
2) desired penetration rates, 3) maximum allowable system weight/size, 
and, 4) system efficiency. !he objective of these tests was to develop 
a core bit with a cutting tip geometry and material which would drill 
reliably (minimum degradation) and efficiently (maximun penetration rate 
with minimum pO""N'er consumption) when powered by a light':'weight, low 
energy power heado These characteristics were required for all lunar 
materialsimulants such as dense basalt, vesicular basalt, scoria, 
pumice~ and conglomerates. 
Optimization of the core bit was primarily accomplished using 
.the dense basalt as a standard because of its tougher drillab1lity char-
acteristics and. its homogeneity, which was conducive to the performance 
of repeatable tests. Subsequent tests indicated that the vesicular 
basalts, although easier to drill, can often result in greaterdegrads.-
tion of the core bit than the dense basalt. This factor had to be taken 
under consideration during design finalization. 
2·.2 Dense Basalt "Standard" Characteristics - The NASA furnished 
dense basalt standard, which represented the maximum drilling energy 
requirement of the lu~ material simu1antB, was subjected to a series 
of tests(15) to determine its characteristics. !he uniaxial, ultimate, 
compressive strength of the.sample was measured at 21,732 psi (average) 
and the average shore hardness was 41.6 with a standard deviation of 
+ 23. Drop tests were conducted in accordance with standard procedures 
using 60° and 90° wedge bits in the energy range of 2 to 20 foot pounds 
as shown Figure III-l. Using the data for the 90° bit, it was calculated 
that the ALSD operating at a percussive blow rate of 2250 bpmwou1d re-
quire a bit delivered energy of 27.6 inch-pounds per bl~ to main~in 
a 2 inch/minute penetratioll rate. Assuming a power head output energy 
of 30 inch-pounds, a en tt:f:DgS scaveoging less of 20% and a 10% energy 
loss per extension ~~e, tAe following emperical !LSD penetration rates 
were calculated: 
Number of Extension with Bit 
1 
2 
3 
4 
III-2 
Penetration Rate (mt/Min.) 
1.26 
1.09 
0.93 
0,81 
O.OJ! I 
1 
2 
2 
Figure III-l 
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These predictions did not take into account the benefit 
derived from optimization of blow indexing, which, at the time of 
initial power head design, was believed by most researchers to be of 
little or no benefit. 
2.3 Core Bit Test Summar.:>: - Throughout the performance of this 
program, approximately 100 deve1opm~nt bits were tested. In general. 
the bits were designed and fabricated in groups of 6 to 15 each, tested, 
and the results of the tests and. redesign recommendations forwarded to 
the core bit contractor for incorporation in subsequent test groups. 
Major design variations included tip geometry and tip 1.l1S.teria1 (tungsten 
carbide) chemistry. Minor variations in tip brazing techniques- and core 
bit body geometry were also studied prior to selection of the final 
design. 
Most of the optimization tests (16-21) were conducted using 
the equipment illustrated in Figure III-2. With this arrangement it 
was possible to accurately control the axial bit force and power head 
input voltage while monitoring rpm, penatration rate and power consump-
tion of the system. • 
Typical bit configurations tested included those illustrated 
in Figure 111-3, where 3,. 4, and 5 tips pe.r bit of a single geometry 
and tungsten carbide chemistrY were tested to investigate the effects 
of index variations. The advantage of indexing was clearly demonstrated 
during these particular tests by the typical results delineated in 
Table 111-1 for three rock materials: 
Table 111-1. Typical 3, 4, & 5 Carbide Tip Penetration Rate Tests 
Rock No. of Voltage Current Rate Power 3 
Material Tips (VDC) (Amps. ) (In./Min. ) Watt-Hr./ln. 
Dense Basalt 3 23.0 22.0 2.6 8.4 
Dense Basalt 4 I~ 19.5 1.1 17.5 Dense Basalt 5 22.0 2.3 9.3 
Vesic. Basalt 3 23.0 8.5 2.6 
Vesie. Basalt 4 21.0 4.3 4.7 
Vesic. Basalt 5 21.5 7.3 2.9 
Scoria 3 23.0 10.2 2.2 
Scoria 4 ,~ 22.0 5.7 3.8 
Scoria 5 23.0 24.0 14.2 1.7 
II1-4 
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Notes: 1) All tests conducted with the 6-inch bits coupled. directly 
to the power head adapter. 
2) All tests conducted with an ax:Lal bit force of 55 pounds. 
These tests clearly demonstrated that the 3 and 5 carbide tip 
bits outperformed the 4-tip version due to improved indexing. At th:i.s 
point in the ALSD development program, a decision was made to replac.e 
the original 4-tip design bits with the 5-tip configuration. .Although 
the 3-tip design indicated slightly superior performance~ the bit tended 
to TT chatterlT excessively during operation and it was anticipated tb.at 
rapid degradation of ~~e tips would occur. 
Another factor demonstrated during the performance of the 
core bit test program was the importance of optimum ~~ial bit force 
to obtain maximum penetration rate at a minimum power consumption. 
Figures III-4 and III-5 illustrate the relative penetratLon rates and . 
power consumption of the 5-carbide bit previously described with varying 
axial bit force in dense and vesicular basalt. Although this bit does 
not represent. the final selected design configuration, the data does 
clearly illustrate the significance of optimwn axial bit force in dense 
basalt. Bit force is not as critical in softer rocks such as scoria or 
vesicular basalt, shown in Figure III-5, because of the lower energy 
threshold required for predictable fracturing. 
One technique for predicting miniw~m bit force required for 
efficient transfer of percussive energy from the drill string and bit 
to the rock follows: 
2(1 + l')fWv 
PMIN = g 
f = blow frequency (blows/sec) 
W = percussor ram weight (pounds) 
v = percussor velocity (feet/sec) 
2 g = gravitational acceleration (32.2 ft./sec.) 
I' = coefficient of restitution between the percussor ram 
and drill string (assumed to be 00 33) 
Using the design parameters of tlle ALSD, PMIN was calculated to be 37 pounds. 
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Figure III-5 ALSD Performance Characteristics in NASA Standard 43% Vesicular Basalt 
The original design of the !LSD included use of the anchor pin, 
reel and cable assembly, and treadle, previously illustrated in Figure 
II-13, for providing a means for the operator to apply the required 
axial force to the core bit. Subsequently, redefinition of the lunar 
surface model ~educed the quantity of anticipated dense basalt thus 
eliminating ~~e requirement for the restraint system. The final drill-
ing tests indicated that a spacesuited subject operating under l/6-G 
conditions can drill the NASA standard dense and vesicular basalt rocks 
(located at a depth of 1.5-2.0 meters be1~v the overburden surface) at 
penetration rates of 1 and 5 inches per minute respectively. 
2.4 Final Core Bit Selection • 'The core bit test program indicated 
that a compromise design was mandatory in order to meet the !LSD drilling 
requirements in all lunar simulant materials. The harder tungsten car-
bides (91.3 RA) possess good wear characteristics in dense basalt, but 
tend to fracture if operated under light loads. Tip geometries Which 
perform at high penetration rates and low power consumption tend to 
degrade rapidly. The final basic configuration selected is detailed in 
MMC drawing PS600100023-0ll. A minor modification was incorporat~as 
shown on MMC Drawing 467A8050000-011, to ensure that a uniformly round 
hole was drilled in consolidated materials. The selected carbide 
material (89.3 RA) consists of 87% WC and 13% Cobalt. 
III-lu 
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3.0 CORE BIT EXTENSION TUBE OPTIMIZATION 
3.1 ScoRe - The ALSD drill string (assembled core bit extension 
tubes) is as important as the core bit in regards to system drilling 
efficiency. There is little advantage to be gained by having a highly 
efficient cutting bit if the percussive energy generated by tl1e power 
head is lost by inefficient transmission of strain wave energy in the 
drill string. However, the drill string energy transmission efficiency 
nrust be !1 traded off!! against its weight, since this subsystem represents 
a significant portion of the overall system weight. As an example, an 
ALSD d'rill string fabricated from magnesium or beryllium would weigh 
approximately 1.4 pounds as compared to steel at 5 0 9 pounds. The Ughter 
drill string, of course, is of no value if it will not transmit sufficient 
energy to drill dense basalt at a reasonable penetration rate. 
Au analysis was performed for the ALSD system using the classi-
cal techniques for determining drill string stress waveforms, peak forces, 
and total wave energy under ideal conditions. A summary follows: 
The stress developed in the drill string is given by: 
ui = u1 [1 - 2P I i : ~(i-S~! ] 
~ S! where n is largest integer $ C; 0 ~ 
1 - T 
S = 1 + T' 
T 
P = 1 + T' &T= 
~ ( __ 41 
i\r 
i = 1, 2, 3 • • • n 
Where: A = cross sectional area of drill or percussor 
C = wave velocity of drill or percussor 
E = modulus of elasticity of drill or percussor 
Calculations and graphic analyses indicated the following results 
for various dr~ll string materials: 
111-11 
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Peak Stress Peak Force Wave Energy 
2 (Pounds) (% of Impact Energ~) l"Ja teriaJ. (lb./in. ) 
Steel 22,500 4,600 100 
Ti te ..ni'L'tm 13,300 2,700 97 
Lockalloy 12,200 2,500 97 
Alumin.um 9,000 1,800 97 
YJ8.gnes ium 6,100 1,200 88 
Calculations were also made to determine the energy transfer 
efficiency between the various material drill strings and the dense 
basa.1t. Using the rate of decay of the incident percussive waveform. 
~nd the slope of the force-penetration characteristics of the bit-rock 
c,omijination, the following ratio indicator is attained: 
7r={3 
K 
where: 
W = percussor ram weight 
PD= drill string material density 
K = 14 x 104 Ib./in. (determined from Figo III-I) 
The follo-wing values of 7r were c.a.1eulated, from which energy 
transfer efficiency can be analytically determined: 
Material 
Steel 
Titanium 
Lockalloy 
Aluminum 
Magnesium 
7.1 
2.1 
1.8 
0.8 
0.3 
III-12 
Energy Transfer 
Efficiency 
35% 
50'70 
50'70 
50% 
38% 
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The analytical reml1ts summarLzed above were calculated to 
serve as a means for predicting performance of the various drill string 
materials. 
30 2 ~~~ Res~lts SummaEl - The drill string types tested during 
this program are illustrated in Figure 111"6. Steel~ titanium, aluminum, 
and magnesium materials w-ere used in combination with double and quad-
ruple flute cuttings transport systems" Numerous drilling testsW'ere 
p8rformed, predominately :i.n the dense basalt standard. The average 
relative penetration rates attained using a normalized base follow: 
Steel 1 
Titanium 0.6 
Aluminum 0.28 
Magnesium 0.15 
The actual penetration rates varied depending upon the type 
of bit and number of extensions employed, but the relative values for 
the vario~s materials remained approximately constant. These test 
results generally agreed with ~Qe predictions which were made from the 
peak stress arid energy transfer calculations. The energy transmitted 
by the aluminum and magnesium drill strings was in the gray region . 
between t1 abovell and lIbelow'l the energy threshold required for initiating 
rock fracturing.. In softer rocks (vesicular basalt, scoria, etco ) with 
lower energy thresholds, the relative difference between aluminum and 
magnesium, and the other metals was not as great as for the dense basalt. 
The aluminLtm and magnesium was ultimately deleted as candidates 
for the ALSD because of the possibility that a block of dense basalt may 
be encountered below the lunar surface at a depth great enough such that 
the fully assembled drill string could not ~enetrate due to excessive 
energy losses. The heavier titanium was selected for the ALSD drill 
string. The double-flute cuttings transport system was selected because 
of its greater capacity which could be required if the rapid penetration 
rates (10-15 in./min.) of scoriaceous-type materials are encountered on 
the lunar surface. 
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4.0 HOLE CASING SLEEVE OPTIMIZATION 
4 .. 1 Sco;ee ... One of the major problems encountered during perform.a.nce 
of the ALSD program was develop'tnJ,mt of the hole casing sleev~s. This sub-
system is used to prevent the collapse of the 3-meter subsurface hole 
against critical elements of the emplaced HFE probe. Two major constraints 
of the HFE which contributed to .the hole casing sleeve development problem 
included: 1) The casing sleeve, if permanently emplaced with the HFE 
probe t was required to be fabricated from a non-metallic material (metallic 
casings could be used if removed from the hole after probe emplacement) t 
and 2) The liFE probe signal cable could not be decoupled from the probe 
or its control boxo This prevented removal of any tubular casing ~leeve 
if temporarily emplaced in the subsurface hole to restrain the eave-in 
during probe empla.cement. 
The development tests (24-38) performed which resulted in the 
final design selection are summarized below. 
4.2 Test Results Suunnar,y - The initial hole easing approach proposed 
during the Phase C program . shown in Figure I.I-l, consisting of the manual 
insertion of an axially split, thin-wall sleeve around the emplaced drill 
string~was abandoned early in the development program. This approach was 
abandoned because of the difficulty encountered in forcing the sleeve to 
depths greater than 1-2 feet into unconsolidated material which had 
collapsed around the drill string after its emplacement. Tests were also 
conducted to determine the feasibility of emplacing the split casing con-
currently with the drilling operation. This approach was also abandoned 
because of the tendency of the split tubing to wind around the rotating 
drill string. 
One modification of the initial split tubing approaCh Which 
appeared to have merit is illustrated in Figure 1II-7. This approaCh con-
sisted of installing the spring-loaded split tubing against the inner 
walls of the drill string segments prior to drilling the hole. . Upon com.--
pletion of drilling, the inner split tubing was withdrawn from the emplaced 
drill string, emptied of core material, and replaced within the drill 
string. The drill string was subsequently manually withdra.wn, leaving 
the split tube casing emplaced in the subsurface hole. The HFEprobe was 
then inserted into the hole, and the split tubing was withdra.wn from 
around the probe and ::r.ts cable. Although this technique was found to be 
technically feasible during test, the spaaesuited subject operational pr~ 
blems were considered to be excessive. 
Numerous tests were performed using the concurrent casing 
technique illustrated in Figure III-8. This technique consisted of 
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Figure 111-7 Internal Split Tube Casing Tests 
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Figure 111-8 Concurrent Drilling/Casing Tests 
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assembling the serrated fiberglass tube sections, depicted in Figure II-lO J 
around the drill string, and drilling with the complete assembly to the 
required depth. This approach was tested, both with the casing rotating, 
and non-rota.ting, with respect to the inner drill string. The concurrent 
drilling/ casing technique was subsequently abandoned because of the ex-
cessive torques developed" both between the drill string and casing, and 
between the casing and walls of the subsurface hole a These torques, in 
addition to causing failure of the relativp.1y thin-wall fiberglass tubes, 
were in excess of the spacesuited subject's restra.int capability under a 
1/6 .. G operating mode. A secondary reason for eliminating this casing 
-technique is that the carbide bit tips will not" over-drill" the hole in 
consolidated rock with sufficient clearance to allow a thin-wall. casing 
(4-5 mils, or greater) to pass through the hole simultaneously with the 
bit. 
The final hole casing technique which was extensively pursued 
during this program involved the following, two-step operation; _ 1) The 
3-meter subsurface hole was initially drilled with the drill string and 
bit, and subsequently withdrawn with the encapsulated conglomerate and 
consolidated rock (if any) core samples, leaving a subsurface hole Which 
had partially or completely collapsed with relatively low density unco~ 
solidated material, 2) The subsurface hole was subsequently encased by 
sequentially power-driving fluted, closed-end fiberglass casing sections 
which, after emplacement, restrained the walls of the hole and provided 
a "receptacle" for insertion of the FIFE probe. 
The final hole casing technique selected for incorporation 
into the ALSDsystem still required extensive development, predominately 
in the area of the penetrating tip configuration and the design of the 
quick-release, cas ing- to-power head adapter. Design of a casing tip to 
penetrate unconsolidated material presented no problem, but a design to 
penetrate a pre-dril1ed hole in a subsurface block of consolidated rock 
presented numerous problems. The pre-drilled hole normally back-filled 
with conglomerate materials during retraction of the drill string. These 
problems were predominately related to the constraints of the FIFE, which 
dictated the maximum diameter of the core bit (1.032 inches) and mini!ll.1m 
inside casing diameter (0.875 inches). In order to ensure sufficient 
strength of the fiberglass casing sections, a one-inch outside diameter 
was required resulting in a basic material wall thickness of 0.125 inches. 
The strength of the basic fiberglass tubes was degraded somewhat by the 
machined 0.022 inch-deep cuttings transport helical flutes and the ma1e/ 
female tapered coupling joints. 
Figure III-9 ~llustrates 11 of the approximately 25 development 
casing tip configurations whicb were tested during the program. The design 
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requirements of the tip which evolved during the test program included: 
1) Capable of cutting and penetrating through unconsolidated material 
which has caved into the pre-drilled hole in a subsurface rock (this 
material tends to compact into a rock-hard consistency when restrained 
by the consolidated rock hole walls), 2) Capable of fracturing and 
grinding material which is initially too large to pass between the 
casing flute grooves and the hole walls, 3) Capable of metering and 
transporting the cuttings at a rate consistent with a 5-6 inch per 
minute casing penetration rate .. - a fast penetration rate .. resu1ts in 
overloading the cuttings transport system and subsequent jamming of the 
casing string; a slow rate results in excessive abrasion of the fiberglass 
material, destruction of the flute transport system and subsequent jamming 
of the casing string. 
The final ALSD casing configuration is illustrated in Figure 
III-10. During testing of the hole casing design, small, stainless 
steel support bands epoxyed concentrically with each female taper joint 
were incorporated to increase the hoop strength of the casing string; 
and the addition of a copper-nickel cladding for a length of 1.6 inches 
above the tip was incorporated to preclude severe abrasion at the tip/ 
casing transition. 
Design of the casing-to--power head adapter also required a 
consid·arable development test (39) effort during performance of the ALSD 
program. The major design requirements of the adapter included: 1) The 
capability to transmit torques to 20 foot-pounds through the friction 
taper mate with the casing sections, and 2)- Capable of quick re1eaSfl. 
from the casing taper after emplacement. Figure III-11 illustrates. 
several of the designs which were tested in an effort to attain the 
design requirements. The final adapter deSign, i1iustrated in Fiiure III-11, 
operates through the interaction of matched tapers. The inner collet and 
outer shell with the matched tapers in full engagement grip the hole 
casing. The use of a key block,. driven by the ALSD power head, provides 
the means to separate the matched tapers and thereby release the grip on 
the hole casing. Detailed operating instructions and opera1;i{)na1 tech-
niques are presented in the Familiarization/Support Manual. (2) 
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Figure III-10 Final ALSD Casing and Adapter Configuration 
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Figure 111-11 Casing-to-Power Head Adapter Configurations 
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5.0 POWER HEAD ELECTRm1AG:N"'ETIC INTEX1F'ERBNCE 
5~ 1 ~<;.2.P..!;. ... A pr:tma.ry concern. during initial design of the .A.LSD 
power 11.ead 'was that th"0. de,. :m.echanicaJ.ly c-omrutatecl motor would exceed 
the ele(!tromagnetic radi8.l;ion l:Lmits of .MJ:L-I-26600·1} Class I., a.s :a.mended 
by NASA document lfiSC..,ASPO ... EMI-l()A.. Since problems of this na.tvre are 
difficult to c.orTeet on de motors, a. series of EMI tests were scheduled 
early in the program fer the Powered Lunar Geologist Tool (a drill 
similar to the ALSD developed on. a previ01ls program) and the EMI Test 
Hodel ALSD :i.n order to id.entify and correct any apparent problems 
prior to fabrication and test of tbe flight units~ The development 
tests (41) (42) are. summarized below~ 
5.2 Test Results SummaEl ~ The tests performed on the Powered Lunar 
Geologist Tool (l'LGT) revealed that 8.11 the requirements of MIL-I~266(}O 
were mst for radiated EM!. Conducted EM.!: and EM! susceptability were 
not required for the ALSD o 
The initial tests conducted with the EM! Test Model-ALSD 
resulted in several out-of-tolerance measurements. TIle differences 
between the PLG'f and EMI Test ~...odel were attributed to the heavier 
physical const~Jction of the former unit which tended to contain the 
electromagnetic radiation in a more efficient manner. Asa result of 
these tests~ the following modifications were incorporated into the 
ALSD system: 
1) Mu-metal shielding was installed inside the power head 
castings in the area of the motor commutatort 
2) A mu-metal shield was installed around the external 
connector pair which is the electrical interface between 
the battery and the power head ~ 
3) Spring-loaded~ molybdenum buttons were installedl·.in the 
'forward power head housing to conduct the static electricity 
generated by the rotating output spindle to the case of . 
the unit g 
Subsequent testing revealed that the EM! Test Model-ALSD met 
the MIL-I-26600 requirements as illustrated in Figure III-12. 
!!1-25 
60. 
40 
Figure III-12 Class I Radiated EMI of ALSD Power Head (EMI Model) 
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6 0 0 POWER HEAD HIGH TEMPERATURE OPERAT!NG CBARAC'l'ERIST1CS 
6.1 Scope - Preliminary thermal analyses (1) performed duri~~ the 
Phase C program indicated that the pm-rer he.ad housing and pe.rmanent m..slgnet 
may experience temperatures in the vicinity of 335°F at the end of a drill-
ing mission under worst-case cond.itions. These conditions included ma.xLrm.1m 
temperature during transit to the lunar surface~ and a 1l1.aximum sun angle 
above the horizon while performing a worst .. case drilling mission (IJ:lS.x. 
power requirement) on the lUnar surface. (Subsequent Phase D !:he~-:.n8.1-
vacuum tests under modified worst-case operating conditions revea.led 
average power head housing temperatures of approximately 325 Q Fo ) 
The ALSD perNer head was d.esigned With the latest state~of·~·i::·:·j.2'" 
art insulations and materials available to withstand the ma.xinn.tm anticip.ated 
operating temperatures using a passive therioal control system. The. Gen02-~ 
R6-C permanent magn~t material was selected for its optimum low and high 
temperature operating characteristics. A test (46) was performed on a 
bare ALSD motor to determine its operating conditions under ambient and 
elevated temperatures as summarized below. A similar test (72) was per-
formed 0:1 the pO';ver haad percussor spring to ensure its reliability at 
elevated temperature. 
6.2 Test Results Su~EY_ - As diagramed in Figure 111-13, the ALSD 
motor was mounted in a temperature chamber,. w:Ltb. provisions for measuring 
input pOWer and controlling the output mechanical load. Operatin.g charac-
teristics at ambient (70°F) and elevated (310°F) temperatures were measured 
as graphically illustrated in Figures 111-14 an., 111-15. rne w~tor char-
acteristics at the approximate operating poi~t included: 
Input Voltage (VDC) 
Input Current (Amps DC) 
Output Speed (RPMO 
Output Torque (Oz.-In.) 
Efficiency % . 
23.2 
16 .. 5 
8100 
50 
80 
(o)3J.OQ F 
~-
23 .. 2 
20 .. 0 
9000 
50 
69 
Other component temperatures measured during the elevated test 
included the following: 
Magnet Temperature 
Commutato" Bearing Block 
Front Bearing Block 
Brush. Holder 
= 
= 
IlI-27 
350°F 
340°F 
350°F 
530°F 
Input Voltage 
Control Rheostat 
Te~perature Recorder 
Dynamometer 
Control Unit 
Thermocouples 
iberglass 
Panel Dynamometer Control Cable 
Motor Shaft 
Torque Bar 
Temperature Chamber 
Balance Scale 
Figure III-13 AlSD Motor Temperature Test Schematic 
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The test indicated that the l..LSD motor design will perform SEI.t-
isfactorily under worst-case temperature conditions anticipated on the 
lunar surface. 
A high temperature operating test was also performed on two 
candidate material percussor springs to determine their respective energy 
constant degradation and fatigue life. A special fixb~re~ as shown in 
Figure 111-16, was designed and fabricated for sequentially mounting and 
pre loading the springs in the high temperature chamber with provisions 
for cycling at approximately the same rate (1790 CPM) and compression 
(0.5 ino) as encountered during normal operation in the power head. 
Two samples of each candidate material (17-7 PH Stainless 2.Z;:U 
'Vascojet 1000) were sequentially subjected to one million operating cycles 
at an ambient temperature of 400°F with no visible degradation of the four 
springs. Subsequently, two of the four springs were subjected to an 
additional one million cycles at 4000 P wi~~ no visible degradation of the 
two candidate materials. Since the maximum cyclic life span. of a flight 
unit percussor including both test and lunar surface operation will not 
exceed 125,000 cycles, these tests represe~t the spring cycling to 16 
times the normal operat~onal spring life for flight units. No failures 
of percussor springs occurred during the full extent of development testing. 
The final test performed on the two candidate material springs 
consisted of measurement of energy degradation resulting from the high 
temperature enviro~eut as tabulated below: 
17-7 PH. Stainless 
Vasco jet 1000 
233 lb./in. 
260 lb./in. 
@4;OO°F 
220 lb./ in. 
220 lb./in. 
TIle 17-7 PH spring was selected for USe in the power head 
percussor since it exhibited a more consistent spring constant over the 
entire anticipated temperature operating range. 
Cam Follower 
Push Rod __ _ 
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Spring Holder 
(Middle Section) 
.1 ___ - Push Rod 
...--- Spring Bushing 
yZ. I-P INDVC.,ION MoTort 
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(6 x 3 I-Beam) 
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Figure 1II-16 Percussor Spring Test Fixture 
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7" 0 POWER HEAD PRESS1JRIZATION SYS'l'E.N OPEPATION LN A VAGU1JM 
7.1 Scope - A major design area which rec.eived considerable attention 
,during the initial ALSD development test progra.m lncluded the power head 
pressurization seals. This system, which consists of two rotary dynamic, 
one linear bellows dynamic, B.nd eight St8.t:tc sef.).ls~ was required to main-
tain the internal pressure during operation of the pmrer head. Proper 
performance of the dyna.mic seals in a vacuum was of particular concern 
since no previous space application requirements existed for combined 
rotary and linear motion sea1:i.ng comparable to the rotary-percussive 
action of the power head spindle. A vacuum test (55) of the power head 
was scheduled early in the program to identify and correct any problems 
with the seal system. 
7.2 Test Results Summary - The power head was installed in a Varian 
vacuum chamber as illustrated in Figure 111-17. A test fixture was designed 
incorporating a rotary-thrust bearing and threaded loading rods wb.ich per-
mitted application of a nominal drilling-loa~ (approx. 40 axial pounds as 
defined at that time) to the power head output spindle. Instrumentation 
was provided for the measurement of input power (supplied by an external 
power source) and power head pressure. Power head temperature measurements 
were also recorded although they were n.:lt pertinent to the test beca.use 
of the absence of space and solar simulation. 
The power head was operated in the vacuum chamber at environmental 
pressures in the range of 10-3 mm Hg at a typical duty cycle of 5 mimttes 
on. 1 minute off for a total power-on time of 40 minutes. The pressure 
relief valve, adjusted for ~ operating pressure of 25 Z 1 psi~ did not 
appear to !lcrac~1 during the test because the absolute power head pressure 
rise from 15 (ambient) to 20 psia did not exceed the lower actuation 
pressure. Theoretically, the pressure should have increased to approxi-
mately 23 psia based upon ~~e measured temperature rise which indicated 
that there was some minor leakage during the test. 
An operational rock drilling test (54) was performed concurrently 
with pressurization measurements. During the test, the power head seals 
maintained pressurization for a non-operating period of approximately 41 
hours, and for an operating (rock drilling with an axial bit thrust of 
60 pounds) pariod of 51.2 minutes. 
As a result of the two te.8t8 summarized above, the ALSD power 
head seals system was dee~d satisfactory for incorporation into the 
flight unit power heads. 
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Figure 111-17 Power Head Seals Vacuum Test Setup 
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8.0 POWE R ID'...AD MAGNETIC FIELD RADIATION MEASUREMENTS 
8.1 Sco2e - A design constraint was introduced into the ALSD program 
Which limited the allowable magnetic field intensity generated by the 
power h(!.ad (or any subsys tem) to a maximum of 10 gammas for frequencies 
less than 30 Hz at distances greater than ten feet. The constraint was 
introduced to eliminate any possible magnetic damage to the lunar surface 
magnetometer experiment. This requirement was later rescinded, rand re-
placed with the design goal that the magnetic field generated by the power 
head could not exceed 0.25 gaus.s at distances of 6 inches or more from 
the ALSD envelope in the ALSEP stowage mode. A test (71) was conducted 
to ma.p·the magnetic field generated by the power head as summarized below. 
8.2 Test Results Summa£X - Magnetic field intensity measurements 
were performed on the EM! Test Model power head using the Gulf flux-gate 
magnetometer IIIQ Measurements were made at distances of 0~5, 1~ 2, 3, 5, 
and 10 feet from the magnetometer sensor while rotating the power head. 
about its longitudinal and transverse axes. Other measurements were taken 
by holding the ALSD in a fixed orientation and moving it towards the 
established measurement intervals. MaxiImlm magnetic field measurements 
were recorded at each location. 
At the 10 foot distance from the power head, the average maxi-
mum magnetic field measurements using the four measuring modes was 6.1 
gamma.. The maxiIlUlm recorded value from all measurements at a distap.ce of 
ten feet was 10.05 gamma. 
The maximum 0.25 gauss design goal at a distance of 6 inches from 
the ALSD e~velope is equivalent, at the nearest point, to approxink~te1y 9 
inches from the center of the power head permanent IDS.gnets. Using the in-
verse cube relationship for diminution of the magnetic field, the maxiIlUlm 
calculated field (1 foot measurement as a reference) was 0.2 gauss. This 
maximum field intensity is in the. d.irection of the ALSEP pallet. The field 
intensity in any other direction (6 inches from the battery top, transport 
handle side, etc.) would be less than the 0.2 gauss •. These measurements 
do not take into consideration the shielding which may result from the 
various ALSD components in their stowed configurations. 
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9.0 R~TrERY PERFORMANCE C}~CTERISTICS 
9.1 S.coP"'~ - Numerous d.eve1opment tests (57-67) were performed to 
verify the electrical performance of the !LSD training and flight 
batteries. The training battery was designed with secondary-type~ 
silver-zinc cells which exhibit longer activated life and nnlltiple 
recharge capabili~y characteristics at ~~e trade-off of reduced capacity 
per discharge. The training cell tests were performed to verify that 
the required operating time (16 minutes) and power output level (450 
watts) were obtained. at ambient temperature conditions. 
The flight battery tests were more extensive, and included 
low and elevated temperature performance characteristics in ad.dition to 
verification of the ambient requirements. The tests also encompassed 
verification of high current discharge capabilities, which became a 
requirement When ~~e depth of the conglomerate lunar surface sim~lation 
model was increased from 1.2 to 3 meters. This drilling model may inter-
mittently demand peak currents of 30 to 50 amperes, which is in excess 
of the nominal 18.75 ampere design parameter. 
9.2 Training Cell Test Results SUmma;! " The initial training cell 
design, designated HR5DG-l2X, contained the following elements within a 
Bakelite C-l1 case: 
*Note: 
Electrodes per cell: 
Silver per cell: 
Zinc per ce 11 : 
Active area per cell: 
*Separa tor s ~ 
IVN2.5 Interseparator: 
C~19 Main ~eparator: 
12(+)/13(-) 
19.6 grams 
15.2 grams 
70.1 in. 2 
1T VN2.5/4C-19 
vitanyzed nylon fabric 
reg·enerated cellophane with COn-
tractor patented treatment 
A discharge test of 5 cells at an 18.75 ampere rate indicated 
that t.l:1.e terminal voltage decreased be10'w the mininn.lm acceptable level 
of 1.41 VDC in the range of 12-14 mim.1tes after initiation of discharge. 
Performance during four subsequent discharge cycles showed no improvement. 
The training cell was subsequently redesigned (designated 
HRSDG-l2xl) with the following major elements: 
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Silver p,er cell~ 
Zinc per cell: 
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A~tive area per cell: 
Separators: 
10 ( +) /11 (- ) 
20 .. 4 grams 
16.3 gra..ms 
2 58.5 in. 
IT VN2c 5/4C-19 
A discharge test of 4- cells at an 18. 75 atUpl~re rate indicated 
that the term:f_nal voltage decreased below the minimv.m acceptable level of 
1.41 VDC in the ra1J.[.se of 18- 20 minutes after initiation of discharge which 
exceeded the required 16 minutes. Subsequent charge/discharge cycles 
indicated that 18 minutes of operating time was exceeded up to at least 
the tenth cycle. Tests of t..h.ose cells were discontin:.led at that time. 
A second series of 4 ce1ls were tested to optimize the quantity 
of KOH electrolyte. Two of the four cells were activated with 20 cc of KOH; 
the remaining cells were activated with 21 cc. Margina.1 operating times 
for the lower electrolyte qugntity cells were recorded during the 3rd, 
4th and 5th discharge cycles. The quantity of electrolyte in the margir..a.1 
cells was increased, and a mininum of 18 minu.tes operating t:lme was recorded 
for the subsequent 6th through 11th discharge cycles. 
In summary, the operating characteristics of the training unit 
silver-zinc cells include: 
Open Circait Voltage: 
Operating Voltage: 
Capacity: 
1.85 +0.03VDC 
1046 +- 0.05 VDC (Jj) 18. 75 Amperes 
5-5.7 Ampere-hours 
9.3 Flight Cell Test Results Summary (Ambient and Elevated Temperature) -
The flight cell design, designated P~(~3)-2, contained the foliowing ele-" 
menta within a Bakelite C-ll case: 
Electrodes per cell: 
Silver per cell: 
Zinc per ce1b 
Active area per cell: 
Separators: 
8(+)/9(-) 
45 .. 2 grams 
31 .. 0 grams 
50 0 4 in. 2 
IT VN2. 51 2C-19 
The cell case material was subsequently changed from C-ll to the higher 
operating temperature Cycolac X-27 for the final flight units. 
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A group of 4 cells was selected from the first production lot 
and subjected to a discharge test at room ambient temperature immediately 
after activation. The four cells delivered 18.75 amperes for a period 
exceeding 40 minutes thus meeting the specification requirements. 
A second group of 4 cells was activated and subjected to the 
ALSD pre-discharge temperature environment consisting of nine days at 
90°F and six days at 100°F. The cells were subsequently discharged in 
a 100°F environment at the 18.75 ampere rate to an end voltage of 1.375 VDC. 
The discharge time for the 4 cells ranged from 42 to 45.5 minutes thus sur-
passing the specification requirement. 
In summary, the operating characteristics of the flight unit 
silver-zinc cells include: 
Open Circuit Voltage: 
Operating Voltage: 
Capacity: 
1.85 + 0.03 VDC 
1.44 "+ O. 06 VDC (ci> 18. 75 amperes 
12.5-14.2 ampere-hours 
9.4 ~light Battery Test Results Summary (Ambient & Elevated TemPerature -
Four complete battery assemblies (16 cells/assembly) were subjected to 
electrical discharge tests. Two of the batteries were activated and stored 
at room ambient temperature for 15 days -prior to discharge; the remaining 
two batteries were subjected to an activated storage environment of nine 
days at 90°F and six days at 100°F followed by a lOOoF environment disCharge. 
The room ambient temp~rature batteries prwided capacity oUtputs of 13.9 and 
14.2 ampere-hours; the elevated temperature discharge batteries provided 
outputs of 14.4 and 14.6 ampere~hours. Silver-zinc cells characteristically 
develop a higher capacity output at elevated, temperatures as compared to 
room temperature. 
In summary, the operating characteristics of the flight unit 
battery assembly include.:' 
Open Circuit Voltage: 
Operating Voltage: 
Capacity: 
Power Density: 
29. 6 + O. 5 vnc 
23.0 '+ 1.0 V.De @ 18.75 amperes 
12.5-14.2 ampere-hours 
41-45 watt-hours/lb. 
9.5 F1igh t Battery Low T@!perature Test Summary .. A serie:s o-f teats 
was parformed to determine the operating characteristics of the flight 
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battery when subjected to ambient eTJ.'Tironme.nts of 0, .20, 3(), a.nd 40~F. 
'£he fin3.l ALSD thermal analysis indicated ths.t the battery would experi-
ence a min:Lm'lm initial temperature of 21°F under worst··,C.:1.se. (miniml.l.:m. SEE 
tettq>erature and r lunar sun angle) opera.ting conditionE ,,;rith the sh:rot.td 
installed. With the shroud removed, a. m:tninru.m temp2.T.'ature of ",,35(>F coole1. 
be experienced by the battery. The purposes of these tests were to 
determine the temperature. at which the battery terminal yoltage wOLd.a 
decrease below the mJ.nimum required for sta.rtin.s the power head, s.nd to 
determine the battery output pow'er degradation resulting from the lOTto 
temperature environment. 
Figures III-18 and I1I-19 illustrate the test equipment used 
for these tests. The. switching arrangement permitted t.he battery s:n:.t}:··.,t 
to be connected either to the power head for determination of sufficient 
starting vo1tage or to the external load bank for measurement of. p~Ner 
output. The battery was discharged at tb.e nom:!...nal 18.75 ampere. ra.te for 
each tests o Power output for each temperature interval is indicated 
below: 
!.ell!eera ture 
70°F 
40°F 
30°F 
20°F 
OaF 
Power Output Durin,,% 40-Min.. Dis~har~ 
300 watt-hours (design requirement) 
284 watt.-hours 
282 watt-hou.rs 
276 watt-hours 
268 wa tt.-hours 
The minimum stabilized temperature Cl.t: which the ba.ttery/power 
head combination would operate was _10°F. Operation of the unit at lower 
temperatures(-20 to _30°F) may be possible, but considerable energy would 
be expended in heating-up the battery (resulting from the short circuit 
effect of the stalled power head motor) until t..~e terminal voltage increased. 
sufficiently to start the power head. 
The decrease in battery power capacity at temperatures down to 
20°F is n<Jt considered excessive in view of the power requirements for 
the modified lunar surface simulation models. 
9.6 .Q.ff-Limit Flight Batten Electrical Characteristics - Several 
tests were conducted to determine characteristics of the flight battery 
whiCh were beyond specifica~ion requirements. The first tests consisted 
of evaluating the effects of battery recharge and increased activated 
stand time. Two batteries (used in the previous low temperature tests) 
Figure III-lS Battery/Power Head Low temperature test Setup 
Temperature Chamber r-- I 
I 
Power Head I Load Bank 
: L.~=----.I Ammeter Shunt 
Voltmeter 
.... ---------------4I~D Voltage/Current Recorder 
Thermocouples Temperature Recorder 
-'.-}J. 
Figure 1II-19 Battery Low Temperature Test Schematic 
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with the operating histories delineated below were subjected to a 
standard discharge at room ambient temperature. 
Total Activated Stand Time 
Total Number of Previous 
Discharge Cycles 
Elapsed Time Since Last Charge 
Battery 111 
36 days 
3 days 
13 days 
Battery 112 
34 days 
2 days 
13 days 
The batteries delivered total capacities of 14.0 and 14.6 
ampere-hours respectively, exceeding design requirements. 
A battery assembly high ~Jrrent test was performed to deter-
mine operating characteristics if intermittent~ high power delivery 
is demanded when drilling in the 3-me.ter lunar surface sitlt1lation models. 
A 60-ampere,. 2 minutes on,. 2 minutes off discharge duty cycle was used 
for the testo The operating voltage during this test decreased from the 
nominal 23 ± lVDC to approximately 22 ± O.3VDC throughout most of the 
test, and the delivered power was measured at 306 watts. Operation of 
the power head under the reduced voltage condition would not adversely 
affect the drilling mission. 
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10 0 ° DRILL STRING OPERATIONAL TCI'PEP,ll.TURE RISE 
10 .. 1 ,§,coJ2e ... As described. in paragraph 3" 0, the ALSD rock fracturing 
energy is generated in the pm~er head, and transmitted in the form of 
strai.n wave percussive euergy through the titanium drill string extension 
tubes to the core bit tungsten carbide cutting tips" A portion of this 
transmitted energy is converted into heat as it passes through t,.,.e 
titanium material and t~e extension tube coupling joints. A significant 
portion. of the total energy loss is converted into heat at the coupling 
joints through frictioual movement of the mating surfaces. The design 
of b."e. joint (double, one-inch lead acme-type thread) was necessarily 
a compromise between joint efficiency (min.iIrum energy loss) and the 
limited capability of a spacesuited subject to decouple the extension 
tubes. 
A series of tests (48. 50) was performed to determine the maxi-
mum temperature rise which may be experienced on the drill string result-
ing from per·cussive drilling in Ii vacuum environment. 
10.2 Test Result;s Sutmmtr.:z - A ti~nium drill string was instrumented 
with eight thermocouples along the first trHO extension t .... lbes below. the 
power head, which is the highest temperature-rise area of the drill 
string. The drill strin3 was insulated internally and externally with 
fiberglass to minimize heat loss, and installed in the drilling test 
fixture, 4S shown in Figure II:r...zO_ Drill string temperatures were 
recorded immediately after each drilling run which was conducted at a 
duty cycle of 5 minutes on" 2 minutes off. Temperature rise data was 
accumulated for dense basalt. vesicular basalt, and unsorted conglomerate 
drilling models. Using this ds.ta, temperature-rise predictions were made 
for the 3-meter lunar surface simulation models consisting of the various 
combinations of materials delineated below: 
Lunar Surface 
Simulation Mod~l 
3 meters conglomerate 
inclusive· otC .. is --
meter dense basalt 
block 
3 meters conglomerate. 
inclusive of 0.75 
meter vesicular 
basalt b1~k 
3 .meters congl~merate 
1 minut;e in __ cong1omerate, 72°F 
6 minu tea in dense basalt 
1 minute in conglomerate, 65°F 
5 miputes in vesicular 
basalt 
2 minutes in conglomerate 14°F 
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Figure III-20 ALSD Drill String ~emperature Rise Test 
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The concern for drill string tempera.ture rise is ba.sed upon t:.1:le 
250°F maximum equipment temperature, which can be comfortably ha.ndled by 
the astrorutut. Preliminary data furnished by the ALSRC contractor indi-
cated that the drill string extension tubes may atta.in .8. ma..."I:irm.tm tempera-
ture of 150°F prior to removal from the ALSRC. Therefore, any addition~l 
temperature rise resulting from drilling should be minimized o The lunar 
surface drill string cooling characteristics (4) resulting from the 
grit bl~st passive thermal control finish,in consid~ration of the maxDro~m 
operational temperature rise indicated by this test series, revealed that 
the maximum 250°F temperature limitation will not be exceeded. 
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11.0 POWER HE'AD VACUUM ROCK DRILLING TEST 
1.1. ~~ §;~ .. All of the previO'.lsly described ALSD drilling tests 
';·ycre c0uducted under room ambient conditions. A preliminary test (56) 
,vW3 zon.ductcd t.o provide a cursory investigation of the effects of core 
dr:t11in.g 8. vesicular basa.lt specim·an with the !LSD power head in a near 
V'I'l.C1..1Um environment. Although it was known. in advance tlu1t the 10-11 torr 
range chamber (clean, dry, and empty) would increase in pressure by 
several orders of magnitude during a drilling operation, it was antici-
pated that the folla;ving parameters could be compared with room ambient 
results: 1) Relative drilling penetration rate, 2) Relative drilling 
torque requirements, and 3) Rock cuttings particle behavior. 
11& 2 ~est Resul,ts SUllUlJfI:n: - The power head, restraint carriage, and 
vesi~~lar basa.lt specimen were installed in a ~MSFC Varian Chamber 
as illustrated in Figures IIJ:...21 and IIL-22. A solenoid actuator was 
installed to drive a thermocouple against the core bit after completion 
of drilling, but mechanical and electrical diffit.'Ulties precluded the 
accutm.llation of reliable data. High speed movies were taken through the 
chamber viewing ports as an aid in studying the rock cuttings trajectories 
during the drilling operation. The outgassing load Og the ~uipment 
resulted in a chamber operating pressure range of 10- .. 10- torr dur-
ing the drilling r..tn,9. The fo1lo"dng conclusions were made from these 
tests: 
1) The relative drill bit penetration rates were approximately 
t.'I),e same during the control ambient and vacuum drilling 
test.s, 
2) The drilling torque (as related to input power) was approx-
imately the same for the ambient and va.cuum drilling tests, 
3) The rock cuttings particles exited from the drill hole at 
slightly higher velocities ~n dur1Dg the ambient con-
trol test. Maximum observed vertical travel of the drill 
hole ejected particles was approximately eight inches; 
most of the cuttings traveled less than four inches. The 
slightly higher velocity and travel of the cuttings parti-
cles during t.'lte vacuum test are attributed to release of 
entrapped moisture in the vesicular basalt and absence of 
significant aerodynamic d4mping of ejected particles. This 
particular test subs~ti&ted a previous decision to remove 
t.'I),e debris deflector (drill string boot) from the ALSD 
system.. 
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(A) Varian Vacuum Chamber (NASA-MSFC) 
(B) Power Head and Thermocouple Actuator Control Equipment 
Figure 111-21 ALSD Vacuum Drilling Test Equipment. 
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(A) Power Head Installation 
(B) Vesicula,r Basalt Drilling Specimen (C) Bit Temperature Thermocouple Act. 
Figure III-22 Vacuum Chamber Installation of ALSD Power Head. 
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12.0 THREE METER DRILLING TESTS 
1201 !co2~ - A continuing series of 3~meter drilling tests was 
performed throughout the duration of the pro-gram. These t~sts were per ... 
formed to accumulate a variety of engineering data inclu.ding: 1) Reliabil:U:y 
and efficiency of the core bit/drill string system~ 2) Power requirements, 
3) A~ial thrust and torque restraint requirements~ 4) Core collection ana 
retention capability, and, 5) Casing reliability. 
12 .• 2 Test Results SUJIl!IlS;~ .. qons~1idated Rock D.rilling - The initial 
3-meter drilling tests were performed in consolidated rock models 8.S con .. 
tractually established early in the progra.m. These tests were conducted 
in vesicular basalt, pumice, and s,::oria in a manner similar to that illustrated 
in Figure I11-23. ~e following sumnarizes the results of these tests~ 
1) The 43/0 porosity basalt could be drilled to a depth of 
three meters at an axial bit thrust commensurate with t,"te 
capability of an astronaut working on the lunar surface 
(12-18 pounds) at an average rate of 3-8 inches per minute. 
The relatively wide range of penetration rates is attri-
buted to the wide range of drillahility characteristics of 
the vesicular basalt specimens. A 95% core collection 
could be attained without the. use of $. core retainer. 
The 3-meter core varied in quality,. with core lengths 
varying from chip-.size to a ma::;.;:imum of 16 inches, with an 
average of approximately 3-4 inches. 
2) The pumice could be drilled to a depth of three meters at 
an average rate of 120 .. 140 incites per minute, with an 
axial bit thrust of 2 .. 6 pounds. Core accunnlation 
in this relatively lOw':strength? low--density ms.teria.1 
generally averaged 50-60% of. the tota.l depth drilled. 
This relatively low core recovery is due to the fact 
that the conrpressive strength. of the pumice is too low 
to overcome the frictional forces of the core within the 
extension tubes during penetration of the drill string. 
3) The scoria could be drilled to a depth of 3 meters at 
penetration rates of 6-12 inches per minltte with axial bit 
thrusts of 12-18 p~lnds. A 95% core collection could be 
attained without the USe of a core retainer. Core lengths 
varied from chip-size to a maximum of 4-5 inches. 
12.3 Test Results Summa.rz - Conglomerate Model Dri11i:nz ... RevisiQn of 
the consolidated rock models to those. illustrated in Figure I1L-24 presented 
a new set o:c problems which required study. In general,. less drilling power 
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Figure 111-23 Three-Meter Vesicular Basalt Drilling Test 
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capaci'ty was required for each J,..meter hole, but this savings was partially 
negated by the increase required for power-driving the casings. Drilling 
torques were somewhat higher for the conglomerates than for the consoli-
dated rock models, but penetratio~ rates were also higher and the axial 
bit thrust requirements were lower, thus tending to reduce the astronaut 
work load for .each 3-meter hole. The following summarizes the results 
of these tes ts: 
1) The conglomerate with vesicular ba~~lt Chunks drilled at 
a penetration rate of approximately 120 inches per minute 
except when the vesicular basa.1t chunks were encountered. 
at which time the rate slowed to 3-5 inahe's per minute with 
a 12-18 pound axial bit thrust. Average drilling torques 
in the model were 3-10 foot pounds, with peaks to 20 foot .. 
pounds. Total power required to drill and case each hole 
varied from 1-2 ampere-hours. Core recovery varied from 
40-50% of the linear depth of the hole. 
2) The conglomerate with vesicular basalt block (0.75 meter) 
drilled at a penetration rate of approximately 120 inches 
per minute except when the vesicular basalt block was 
e'!lcountered, at 'Which time the rate slowed to 5-8 inches 
. per minute. Average drilling torques in the model were 
3-5 foot .. pounds,. with peaks to 10 foot-pounds. Total 
power required to drill and ease each hole varied from 
4-6 ampere-hours. Core recovery varied from. 40-60'7 ... 
3) The conglomerate with dense basalt block (0.15 meters) 
drilled at a penetration rate of approximately 120 inches 
per minute except when the dense basalt block was 
encountered,. at which time the rate slowed to 1 inch 
per minute. Average drilling torques in the model were 
3-6 foot-pounds. with peaks to 11 foot-pounds. Total 
power required to drill and case each hole varied from 
3-5 ampere-hours. Core recovery varied from 40-50%. 
12.4 Te~t Results Summary - Field Tests - Two series of field tests (24) 
were conducted to acquire drilling experience in possible lunar surface 
simulation models of unknown subsurface characteristics. These tests were 
performed in the Shoshone. Death Valley, and Bakersfie1dares.s of California. 
The Shoshone sites,. as illustrated in Figure 111-25. provided 
drilling axperience in both cobblestone-size, and fine clay-size materials. 
The ALSD waS capable of drilling to the full 3-meter depth in these ma.terials 
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Figure 1II-25 ALSD Field Tests-Shoshone, California 
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with penetration rates varying from 11 to 30 inches per minute. !he core 
recovery in these field models was significantly higher than in the MMC 
models illustrated in Figure 111-24, and ranged from approximately 90 
to 100%. The Death Valley drilling model was similar to the Ml~ conglomerate 
model, and the core recovery averaged approximately 55% of the linear hole 
depth. 
The major problem encountered during the Shoshone and Death 
Valley tests was with the hole casing tip, which, at that time, had not 
bean perfected. The casing tip ~sed during ~~ose tests was similar to 
configuration number 1 of Figure III-9, which did :not have the subsurface 
penetration capability of the final configuration illustrated in Figure III-IO. 
The final casing tip configuration used during the Bakersfield test pre-
sented no subsurface penetration problen4 
An additional problem, caused by excessive moisture content at 
the lower hole depths, resulted in excessive casing string torques which 
caused a janmdng of the power head. This was considered as an l'l earth 
drilling" problem which should not be encountered on the lunar surface. 
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SPACESUITED SUBJECT OPERABILITY 
13. ~\ §.£.~~ - The man/machine interface problems received 8. major 
consid.eratio::l during design of the ALSD system. In addition to Contrac tor-
conducted operability tests~ many connnents, originating from NASA Flight 
Crew Operations Office testing including lj6-G trajectory KC-l35 tests, 
were evaluated and mutually resolved through hardware and procedural 
changes. The final design approach necessarily resulted from trade-offs 
between space .. suited snbject operability considerations and the practical 
limitations of weight and volume ,allocations for the ALSD system aboard 
the LM spacecraft. 
Throughout the performance of the .ALSD development test pr.ogram 
concurrent evaluations of man/machine interface problems were conducted. 
These evaluations often resulted in equipment modifications, operating 
procedural changes, or a combination of both. 
13.2 Test Results ,Summary - A delineation of ALSD operability problem 
areas and. subsequent equipment modifications incorporated to correct the 
problem area is presented below: 
Sp4Cesui~ed Subjec;.~~rabili;y Problem 
1) ALSD package in st~Ned configuration 
difficult to transport 
2) Eight core bit extension tubes (trans-
ported to the lunar surface in the 
ALSRC) difficult to transport from LM 
to drill site 
3) Dzus-type fasteners time consuming 
to manipulate with wrench during 
assembly of the ALsD from stowage 
mode to operating mode. 
4) P~r head housing may exceed + 250oF~ 
resulting in astronaut discomfort 
if accidently contacted for a sig-
nificant period of time 
5) Power head/battery asse.1llbly difficult 
to retrieve from surface 
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Correc ti ve Action 
~--- ,.. -
Added carryin3 handle (Ref. 
Fig. 1-1)· 
Added capability for double 
stacking the hole casings in 
the ALS:) rack to provide stow-
age space for extension tubes 
during lunar transport (Ref. 
Fig. I-l~ 1-4) 
Incorporated hand-operated ca~ 
locs and lanyard actuated pull 
pins to replace Dzus-type £as-
teners (Ref. Fig. 1-3) 
Protective thermal guard in-
corporated (Ref. Fig .. I-3, I-4) 
Pickup larr~ardincorporated 
(Ref. Fig. 1.4) 
6) 
'1'\ 
! I 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
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Difficult to detect rotetion of 
power head output spindle 
lI:.md1e anG. switch actuator a.ssembly 
power control lever di:Efie'.llt to 
actu.ate at all ALSD operating 
heights; p,ower control lever safe-
"r=j switch. not posittve under all 
operating conditions 
Attachment of handle and switch 
actuator assembly to battery 
tlme consuming with wrench-
opera.ted locking pin 
Spacesuited ~~bject tends to drop 
power head/battery assembly when 
grasping handle with one hand 
ALSD restraint system (2 anchor 
pins, reel and cable assembly 
with support post) difficult 
and time consuming to operate 
by a spacesuited subject 
Foot-actuated, drill string lock 
on treadle difficult to operate 
Treadle difficult to retrieve 
from the surface 
Rack assembly stability marginal 
Deployment of rack assembly legs 
time consuming 
Core bit ext ens ion f:'"l.l.bes and 
hole casing sections removal 
from rack assembly difficult 
due to flute hang-up in bulk-
head stowage holes 
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Alternate black and white vertica.l 
stripes incorporated on spindle 
(Ref. Fig. 1-4) 
Incorporated dual actuating switch 
collars (Ref.. Fig. 1-4) which pro-
vide constant profile at all 
operating heights; design includes 
positive fail-safe operation 
Incorporated spring-loaded, se1f-
locking pin 
Incorporated flares on both ends 
of handle and switch ac1;uator 
assembly to provide a more positive 
hand grip (Ref. Fig. 1-4) 
Restraint system deleted with little 
degradation of drilling efficiency 
in the updated lunar surfa.ce simL11a .. 
tion models 
Incorporated a semi-automatic lock 
requiring no foot operations 
Incorporated retrieval lanyard 
(Ref. Fig. 1-4) 
Incorporated tripod configuration 
to impra~e stability (Ref. Fig. 1-4) 
Incorporated spring-loaded, automatically 
deployable legs . 
Incorporated chamfers on the lower side 
of all bulkhead holes 
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16) Spanner-type wren.ch a.ssembly 
difficult toe.ngage "vith mating 
extension tube holes 
17) Spacesuited subject tends -to 
drop wrench 
18) Detection of drill joints was 
difficult in spacesuit 
I:D.zorpor~ted s(~1.f..,bcking jawl.':! 
which ",-tIL e.:i.g<tge the extensi.on. 
tl.l.be.s at any le,cation (Ref .. Fig. 1-3) 
'\ 
Incorpora.ted f:'a.re on wrench ha.nr.lle 
to provide a more positive hand 
grip (Ref o Fig. I~3) 
Color coding bands were incorporated 
at extension tube joints 
As a result of these and other cha.nges to the AI,SD, the total 
number of components requiring handling by t..~e .spacesuited subject has been 
reduced by eleven items with a corresponding decrease in operational com-
plexity. These items included: 1) Reel .9.D.d cable assembly, 2) Reel and 
cable assembly support pOBt, 3) Debris deflector, 4) Treadle extension, 
5) Hole casiU3-to-power head restraining lock, 6) Vertical indicator, 
7) Two rack support members, 8) ~NO anchor pins, and 9) The drill string 
guide. 
One of t..~e major operational problems encountered early in the 
development test program was deployment of the relatively small and com ... 
pact ALSD package into its operational mode. Althongh s'.lrfac.e level 
assembly can be ac.eamplished as illustrated in Figure 11I"26, use of a 'work 
platform suCh as the ALBT carrier illustrated in Figure III~27 is pre-
ferable. The latter technique has been incorporated in the final ALSD 
lunar surface op·arating procedures. 
Another possible problem area which has been identified during 
NASA KC-l35 l/6-G tests is ~~e difficulty in casing to the minim~m all~T­
able handle height of 24 inches as illustrated in Figure III-28. This 
difficulty can be alleviated somewhat by placing one leg behind the other 
sO' as to reduce the total force required for bending the s?acesuit~ 
Detailed operating procedures (2) were developed for the !LSD 
throughout the development test program and min.or changes were incorporated 
dU:r;'ing the performance of the <1ua.lification test program. In addition, 
contingency instructions were developed as a guide for the !LSD astronaut-
operator in the event that a proble::nshould develop; i. eo ~ accidental 
dropping of a hole casing section, difficulty in disengaging the power 
head from the d:rill string, etc o 
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Figure III-26 ALSD Assembly-Surface Level 
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Figure 1II-27 ALSD Assembly with ALHT Carrier 
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Figure 11I-28 ALSD Drilling under Simulated 1/6-G Conditions 
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3-,1·.1 Sc<.?.E..0. - A ser:Leg of tests (1.3) "Wa:,::. performed by 1:h.0 battery 
contractor to verify thcct the f:tight b.;).tte.ry subsystem was capable of 
p(·.rfoTm:i.ng properly after .subje(!t:Lon to spec5.fied r:v:.~ehanic£"J. and thermal 
,::l1vironl'm:mts. Thes8 tests "We.re conduc.ted prior to :1.ntegration of the 
battery into the AI-3D for the fin ... 1.1 E':ystem-level qus.lf.f:i_cation tests 
dC:!3cribed in Secti.:m IV of this report:. 
Several problems were encountered dud.ng these tests which 
required modifications to both the battery cells and battery case before 
completion of the prograIT4 A total of ten batteries were utilized dur-
ing this program assurn.marized below. 
14.2 T,en:werature Test Results ~~r.:z - The initial group of 
temperature-test batteries (2 units) was subjected to the following 
environmental profile~ 
9 days 
6 days 
40 min. 
90 0 P 
lOOoF 
100°F 
Activated stand 
Activated stand 
Discharge at normal 18.75 amp rate 
During the elevated temperature discharge test both batteries 
delivered a total p~7er output in excess of that required by specification. 
However, the high temperatures experienced by the inner most silver-zinc 
cells were above the softening temperature of the case material (Bakelite 
C-l1). Several cell top-to-cell case leaks developed resulting in a 
significant expulsion of electrolyte from the cells into the voids of the 
battery case. Although this electrolyte leakage did not affect the 
battery performance, its presence was considered undesirable. A new cell 
case material (Cycolac ~27) with a softening temperature of 225°F was 
employed for all subsequent flight batteries. 
The final temperature test in this series was performed on a 
battery whiCh had previously been subjected to the mechanical (vibration, 
shock, acceleration) environmental tests. This battery, with Cycolac X-27 
cell cases, was subjected to an ambient temperature of IOOoF for five 
days~ and subsequently discharged at that temperature$ Structural integrity 
of the cell cases was not degraded during this test, although the internal 
battery temperature reached approximately 190o P.. T'ne battery assembly 
delivered a total power output in excess of that required by specification. 
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14.3 Vibration Test Results Summary - The initial vibration environ-
mental test levels required for the ALsJD'batteries consisted of the 
following: 
Sinusoidal Vibration Frequency 
5-22 cps 
22-100 cps 
Level 
0.4 inch double amplitude 
109 constant 
Two increasing/decreasing frequency sweeps at a rate of 
1 octave/min. in each of three perpendicular axes. 
Random Vibration Frequensy 
10-50 cps 
50-1000 cps 
1000-2000 cps 
2 Power Spectral Densi;y (g /cpsl 
6 db/octave increase 
1.0 
12 db/octave decrease 
12.5 minutes in each of three perpendicular axes. 
The vibration levels indicated above were subsequently revised to those 
tabulated in Section IV, paragraph 2.0. 
A total .of eight batteries were tested during this series. As 
a result of several failures (predominately weld cracks and internal cell 
wiring breakages) the following major modifications were sequentially 
incorporated into the ALSD flight battery: 
1) The cell interconnect wires between the internal plates 
and cell terminals were potted to preclude breakage. 
2) The cells within the battery case were cemented together 
concurrently with their installation to preclude individual 
movement when subjected to' vibration or shock environments. 
3) The resultant cell block from item (2) was restrained from 
movement by use of potting plugs molded into each of the 
four corners of the battery below the lid mounting flange. 
4) The battery case bottom was increased in thickness and 
an external stiffener was added to increase structural 
rigidity. 
5) The battery case weld joints were redesigned for improved 
structural integrity. 
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After incorporation of 2.11 modifications,. the final pre-qua.Efication 
test battery successfully passed the vibration tests with no degradation 
of pressure or structural integrity. New batteries consisting of the 
final modifications were subsequently employed for the ALSD system level 
qualification test program described in Section IV. 
14.4 Shock Test Results Su:mnary - The shock environmental test levels 
required for the battery assemblies consisted of four, 50g sawtooth shock 
pulses of 11 milliseconds duration, applied in both directions of three 
rrn.ttually perpendi.cular axes. 
There were no significant problems encountered during the 
shock tests performed on the various battery assemblies. The final 
configuration battery which successfully passed the vibration test also 
passed the shock test without difficulty. 
14.5 Acceleration Test Results Summa.'7)': - The initial acceleration 
environment requirement for the battery consisted of the application of 
6 gls in both directions of three mutually perpendicular axes for a dura~ 
tion of 280 seconds for each test. This acceleration level was subsequently 
increased to 14 g's, and the exposure time reduced to 60 seconds. 
The.initial 6-g tests presented no problems for the battery, 
but the subsequent 14-g tests resulted in trace quantities of electrolyte 
leakage through the cell vent valves. Although this minor leakage did' 
not affect battery electrical performance or structural integrity, 
electrolyte trap assemblies consisting of cellulosic sponges were de-
signed and incorporated to encapsulate each of the 16 cell vent valves 
so that any leakage electrolyte would be contained within the sponges. 
Subsequent to the acceleration tests conducted during this 
series, an additional modification was incorporated to eliminate electro-
lyte leakage. This modification, consisting of a reduction of electrolyte 
quantity in each cell, is described in Section IV, paragraph 9.0. 
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IV. QUALIFICATION TEST PROGRAi."'1 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
A qualification test program was performed on the ALSD to prove 
its capability of withstanding the specified major trans lunar and lunar 
surface environments with the system in a non-operating mode. Subsequently, 
the system was tested for its capability of opera.ting in the thermal-
vacuum environment of the lunar surface followed by an operational dril1ir~ 
test by a spacesuited subject in each of the three lulk~r surface simulation 
models. 
The details of the qualification test program are presen~ed in 
References 5 through 14. A summary of these tests and corrective actions 
taken are reported in the following paragraphs. 
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2.0 SINUSOIDAL AND RANDOM VIBRATION 
2.1 Test Requirements - The sinusoidal vibration test (5) consisted 
of subjecting the ALSD assembly (stowage mode) to one sweep with' increas-
ing (5 to 100 cps) and decreasing (100, to 5 cps) frequency at a rate of 
1 octave per minute in each axis at the following levels: 
Note: 
Frequency 
5- 19 cps 
19-100 cps 
5- 17 cps 
17-100 cps 
Level 
0.325 inch double amplitude 
6.0 ~ 0.5 gts 0 to peak 
0.325 inch double amplitude 
5.0 ± 0.5 gls 0 to peak 
Standard 1M axes system used for application of vibration, 
shock, and acceleration environments. are ~'YL'~. 
The random vibration test consisted of subjecting the ALSD 
assembly (stowage mode) to a minimum of 5 minutes of random vibration 
in each of the ~, YL and ZL axes with the follOwing spectral leve,ls: 
Frequency 
23 .. 58 cps 
58-102 cps 
102 ... 150 cps 
150-2060 cps 
2 Power Spectral Density (g teps) 
0.167 
5.5 db/octave increase 
0.45 
6 db/octave decrease 
10.2 + 1 G overall 
- rms 
The ALSD vibration test setup is shown in Figure IV-l. A. test 
fixture was fabricated which duplicated the ~ALSEP restraint points 
for the ALSD. Both the power head and battery assembly were pressurized 
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during the tests. Satisfactory performance of the ALSD was predicated 
upon ¥isual inspections, satisfactory deployment, pressure integrity, 
and power head operation. A final test, consisting of measurement of 
total battery capacity, was performed after completion of all mechanical 
environmental tests, . 
2.2 Test Results Summary - As a result' of minor failures encountered 
during the v1brationtests, the following modifications were incorporated 
in the ALSD: 
1) The wrench, and handle and switch actuator assembly stowage 
clips located on the rack assembly 'were redesigned with 
a higher spring constant to preclude loosening of the tools 
during vibration, I 
2) The lanyard pull pin which: ~~tra.ins the rack assembly l~g 
to the treadle was lengthened to preclude diseng.gement 
during vibration, 
3) The hollow, rack-to-treadle support tube was redeSigned 
as an integral, solid element to preclude shearing, 
4) The drill string lock spring located on the treadle was 
redesigned for a longer ' fatigue life, 
5) The power head support bracket mounted on the treadle was 
redesigned for improved structural integrity, and its 
base was increased in width to distribute the power head 
loading over a wider area of the honeycomb treadle, 
6) The rubber pad on the hole easing cover assembly was 
remo¥ed to eliminate degradation by the hole casing sections, 
7) The longitudinal power head guard tubes were recessed into 
slots on the supporting bulkheads to increase the welding 
area. 
Another problem was identified during the ¥ibration test series 
which was not directly related to the externally applied vibration environ-
ment. This problem was caused by excessive, self-induced vibration of 
the power head during stowage mode functional checkout, and resulted in 
loss of nitrogen through the pressure relief valve due to Hchattering" of 
the valve poppet. This problem was not identified during previous tests 
(Ref. Para. 111.7.0) beCause the ALSD was operated in a normal drilling 
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mode with an axial force on the output spi.ndle. In this condition, the 
power head delivers a significant portion of its mechanical energy to 
the drilling surface, and the residual enE':t"gy within the pow'e:!;' head is 
insufficient to cause the relief valve poppet to It cha.tterlt • This problem, 
and its resolution is presented below, in paragraphs 7.0 and 8~O. 
Other than the problem described above, the equipment modifica-
tions to the ALSD permitted successful completion of the sinusoidal and 
rand.om vibration tests. All modificat:1.ons were tested through the 
complete spectra of paragraph 2.1, above. 
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3.0 ACCELERATION 
3.1 Test Resuirements - The acceleration test (5) consisted of 
subjecting the ALSD assembly (stowage mode) to a steady state accelera-
tion in each direction of the ~, YL, ZL axes. The acceleration was 
applied for a minimum of 1 minute at a 14 + 19 level. 
. -
The ALSD acceleration test setup is shown in Figure IV-2. 
Satisfactory performance of the ALSD was predicated upon visual inspections, 
satisfactory deployment, pressure integrity, and power head operation. 
3.2 Test Results SummaEl - The ALSD successfully passed the accel-
eration tests with no equipment malfunctions. 
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4.0 SHOCK 
4.1 ~est Requirements - The shock test (5) consisted of subjecting 
the ALSD assembly (stowage mode) to one saw-tooth shock pulse in each 
direction of the ~, YL, ZL axes. The shock pulse had a minimum amplitude 
of 19 G'S and time duration of 11 milliseconds. 
the ALSD shock test setup is shown in Figure IV-3. Satisfactory 
performance of the ALSD was predicated upon visual inspections, satisfactory 
deployment, pressure integrity, and power head operation. 
A final two-step test was performed on the battery assembly to 
assure that it completely met design requirements after subjection to 
the vibration, acceleration, and shock tests. These tests consisted of: 
1) A room ambient discharge test to verify total output capacity, and 
2) Recharge of the battery followed by the drilling of two, 3-meter holes 
in conglomerate'with a 0.75 meter block of vesicular basalt, and two, 
3-meter holes in pure conglomerate to simulate the casing operation power 
requirement • 
4.2 Test Results Summarx - The ALSD successfully passed the shock 
tests with no equipment malfunctions. 
The battery was discharged at an 18.75 ampere rate to an end 
voltage of 21.0 VDC during a period of 40.15 minutes. This battery; 
which had been activated for 24 days and partially discharged during 
functional operation of the power head surpassed the specification re-
quirements. 
The battery was subsequently recharged and used to drill the 
required four, 3-meter ho~es in the lunar surface simulation models, thus 
meeting the required specifications. 
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Figure IV-3 ALSD Shock Test Setup 
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5. 0 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 
5.1 . Test Requirements - The EMI test (7) consisted of measuring the 
radiated output of the ALSD power head in accordance with the Class I 
ungrounded requirements of MIL-I-26600. Conducted and susceptibility EM! 
tests were not required. Figure IV-4 shows the equipment setup used 
for these tests. 
5.2 Test Results Summary - The initial series of radiated inter-
ference measurements resulted in above tolerance readings at several 
frequencies. Investigation of the problem revealed that the major .cause 
was a high resistance path between the power head output spindle and the 
housing through the spring-loaded, EMI. button system. The spring-loaded 
button rides against the rotating spindle and conducts mechanically 
generated electricity to the tool housing. The high resistance problem was 
corrected by: 1) Increasing the suppression button spring pressure, 
2) Increasing the contact area and tightness of the fit of the spring 
in its housing seat, and 3) Changing the suppression button material 
from molybdenum to copper. 
Incorporation of the above listed Changes resulted in the 
power head successfully passing the EM! specification requirements. 
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6.0 THERMAL VACUill1 
6.1 Test Requirements - The ALSD thermal vacuum test (6) was con-
ducted in several phases to simulate low and high temperature conditions 
during both transit to themoonfs surface and during operation on the 
surface after landing of the 1M spacecraft. A brief description of these 
test phases follows: 
1) Transit (High Temp.) 
lA) Touchd~wn (High Temp.) 
2) Transit (Low Temp.) 
2A) Touchdo~ (Low Temp.) 
3) Lunar Surface (Low 
Temp.) 
4) Lunar Surface (High 
Temp.) 
4A) Lunar Surface (Low 
Temp. Operational) 
4B) Lunar Surface (High 
Temp. Operational) 
Thermal-Vacuum Condition 
SEQ SilIDJ.lator cei) 100°F & 1 x 10-4 
zmn Hg 
SEQ SilIDJ.lator (@ 160°F & 1 x 10-4 
zmnHg 
Time (hrs.) 
20 
15 
SEQ Simulator (@ 30°F & 1 x 10.4 20 
zmnHg 
SEQ Sil1U1lator (ij) 20<>F & 1 x 10-4 15 
zmn Hg 
Solar Simulator (@ L7" t lunar surface 10 
sinrulator fci) -4JOF, & 1 x 10-5 nun Hg 
Solar Simulatorta> L45°,. lunar sur- 10 
face simulator IQ) l88°F" & 1 x 10-5 
nun Hg 
Adjus t chamber walls for min. battery 3 
temp. from test (3) & 1 x 10-5 nun Hg 
Solar SilIDJ.lator tW L45°. lunar sur- ~ 2 
face simulator ((J) 188°F, & 1 x 10-5 
.mm. Hg 
The thermal vacuum test control panel and miscellaneous equipment 
is shown in Figures IV-5 and IV-6. Figure IV-7 illustrates the ALSD mounted 
in the SEQ simulator (top removed) for the trans lunar por~ion of the test 
simulation. The simulator possessed an emissivity. equivalent to the space-
craft SEQ, and its wall temperature could be controlled over the required 
temperature range of 20 to 160°F by a combination of heat exchange to the 
chamber cold wall and an integral strip heater system. 
The lunar surface sinrulator shown in: Figure IV-8 was designed 
using accepted techniques for simu\lating the infinite plane of the lUnar 
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Figure IV-5 ALSD Thermal-Vacuum Test Control Panel 
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Figure IV-8 ALSD Operational MOde on Lunar Surface Simulator 
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surface with a finite-size, rimmed plate. Temperature control of the 
sirrrulator could be varied over the required range of -47 to + 188°F by 
means of strip heaters and heat exchange with the chamber cold walls 
in a manner similar to that described for the SEQ simulator. In the 
non-operating test modes the ALSD was oriented with the battery and handle 
against the lunar surface simulator, and the entire assembly was positioned 
at L7° or L45° relative to the solar simulation light source to simulate 
the minimum and maximum lunar sun angles. In the operating test mode the 
ALSD was oriented as shown in Figure IV-B. A load simulator conSisting 
of a spring-loaded thrust bearing was incorporated on the bottom side of 
the lunar simulator to simulate a typical drilling load. 
Tests 1, LA, 2, and 2A consisted primarily of temperature 
measurements of the battery (internal and external), operating handle, 
thermal guard, and power head housing. Internal battery and power head 
pressure levels were also monitored to assure seal integrity in the 
vacuum environment; Tests 3 and 4 were performed to determine minimum 
and maximum temperatures experienced by the non-operating system resulting 
from low and high sun angles on the lunar surface. Test 4A was conducted 
to verify that the battery/power head assembly would start under the mini-
mum low temperature condition, and test 4B verified that the system would 
operate for a typical 40 minute drilling mission under maximum temperature 
condi tions. 
The major criteria for success during this test were: 1) The 
ALSD power head and battery would operate under minimum temperature 
conditions, 2) The power head and battery would operate for the complete. 
simulated lunar drilling mission under maximum temperature conditions 
thus proving the capability of the passive Ees systems, and 3) The power 
head thermal guard and handle would not exceed + 250°F~ 
The pressure relief valve poppet chattering problem described 
in paragraph 2D2was corrected during this test by the use of a threaded, 
locking cap mounted concentrically with the valve body •. During the transit 
to lunar surface portion of the test, the locking cap remained in the un-
locked position, thus permi.tting normal operation of the valve. During 
the lunar surface operation phase the cap was locked against the poppet 
which precluded chattering, resulting from power head operation. In this 
mode of operation the internal pressure would rise proportional to the 
internal power head temperature. 
6.2 Test Results SummaEY - The ALSD was subjected to the 8-phase 
test outlined in paragraph 6.1. The power head/battery assembly operated 
without difficulty during the low temperature and high temperature simulated 
lunar environmEmt tests. However. three significant problem areas occurred 
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which required subsequent correction and retest: 
1) The power head thermal guard experienced a maximum 
temperature of 263. 7°F (250°F max. allowable) near the 
end of the simulated, 2-hole lunar drilling mission under 
the maximum initial temperature and sun angle conditions. 
2) The power head dynamic bellows seal failed after approxi-
mately 4 minutes of operation during the simulated lunar' 
drilling mission. thus resulting in loss of all appreciable 
internal pressure. However, the power head continued to 
operate throughout the remaining 36 minutes of power-on 
time in spite of the loss of pressurization. Failure of 
the dynamic seal was later attributed to improper installa-
tion. 
3) Inspection of the battery indicated a minor expulsion of 
electrolyte from some of the cells which resulted in the 
creation of a high resistance voltage path to the magnesium 
case. The battery delivered the required total power 
capacity in spite of this anomoly. 
In view of the problems desc.ribed above, t4e following equipment 
modifications and additional test planning were pursued: 
1) Additional thermal insulating washers were incorporated 
between the power head guard and the mounting bulkheads 
to reduce heat conduction in an effort to reduce the 
maximum temperature below 250°F. 
2) A series of tests was planned to investigate the possible 
elimination of the relief valve locking cap and to verify 
the effectiveness qf the thermal guard modification. 
3) A series of tests was planned to investigate the possible 
reduction of electrolyte quantity in each battery cell 
as a means of eliminating electrolyte expulsion during 
elevated temperature operation. 
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7.0 AUXILIARY POWER J:IEAD VACUUM TEST 
7.1 .~est Requirements - This test (9) was conducted to determine 
the minil1U.lm pressure level which would be experienced by the power. he.ad 
resultfng from "unloaded!: spindle oper.ntion in a vacuum env:troT.'Jnent 'w:Lth-
out the locking cap. The vacuum test SE\tup was similar to 'I:hat sho .... m 
in Figure III-17 ~ except the power head wa.s mounted with the spindle 
pointing up1".vs.rd wi.thout the drilling load sil1U.llator. Tne. pressure relief 
valve was adjusted for a cracking pressure of 15 + 1 nsi) and the power ?_,1. ~} 
head wa.s operated in the vacuum range of 1 x 10-.; to 5 x 10-"" nnn Hg at 
a duty cycle of 15 seconds on, 45 seconds off. 
7.2 ~est Results SummaEX - The power head rapidly lost pressure 
from its starting point of 27.8 in. Hg during the first 1-2 minutes of 
power on time as a result of relief valve poppet II chatteringn • Subse-
quently, the rate of decline decreased, and the test was terminated 
after a total elapsed time of 55 minutes. The end-of-test power head 
internal pressure was 1.1 in. Hg. 
The .information attained from this test was used 'co esta.blish 
the initial power head pressure for performance of the subsequent 
thermal-vacuum test. 
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8.0 AUXILIARY POWER HEAD THERMAL VACUUM TEST 
8.1 Test Requirements - This test (11) was performed to determine 
if the power head would operate satisfactorily at the reduced internal 
pressurization level determined from the previous test. The major advantage 
to be gained from successful operation was that the astronaut task of clos-
ing a power head relief valve locking cap on the lunar surface would be 
eliminated. A secondary purpose of this test was to assure that the 
additional thermal insulation washers would be sufficient to preclude the 
power head thermal guard temperature from exceeding the allowable 250°F. 
The test was performed similar to Test 4B~ described in para-
graph 6.1. The solar simulator was used to establish the initial power 
head starting temperature of 154°F, Which was the maximum experienced by 
the control thermocouple during the previous Test 4. Internal power head 
pressure was initially set to approximately lin. Hg. by means of an 
external bleed valve; the pressure relief valve spring was previously ad-
justed for a normal crac~ing pressure of 15 Z 1 psi. Since this test in-
volved only the power head, power was supplied from an external source 
in lieu of the ALSD battery used in the previous thermal vacuum test. 
After establishing the initial power head temperature and 
internal pressure, the operational test was performed in a manner identi-
cal to that described by Test 4B of paragraph 6.1. 
8.2 Test Results Summa;x - A summary of the test results is shown 
in Figure IV-9. The power head pressure, initially adjusted for approxi-
mately 1 in. Hg. prior to start of the operational test, increased 
linearly to approximately 11 in. Hg. at the end of the 66 minute test. 
This pressure increase was attributed to the combination of unavoidable 
traces of moisture and lubricant vapors within the power head. The maxi-
mum temperature experienced by the thermal guard during this test was 
234.5°F, Which was well below the maximum allowable 250°F" 
As a result of the tests described in paragraphs 6.0, 7.0 and 
8.0, the .ALSD power head was proven capable of meeting the thermal-vacuum 
requirements of transit and lunar surface operation. 
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9. 0 BATTERY ELECTROLYTE LEAKAGE ELIMINATION 
9.1 Test Requirement~ - This test (14) consisted of two phases: 
1) Phase I was conducted to determine the minimum quantity of electrolyte 
which could be used in the ALSD flight battery celt's without degradation 
of electrical performance characteristics, and 2) Phase II consisted of 
a modified requali£ication test to verify that battery cell electrolyte 
expulsion would not occur during elevated,temperature operation in a 
vacuum environment. 
After determining that 17 ccls of electrolyte should be employed in 
each silver-zinc cell, the flight-type bittery was subjected to the follow-
ing tests: 
1) Acceleration - The battery was accelerated in the direction 
of the cell vent valves at a level of 14.± 19 for 60 
seconds. 
2) Thermal Vacuum Storage - The battery was subjected to a 
non-operating storage test at an ambient te~erature of 
100°F for four days followed by a 4-hour near vacuum 
exposure at 0.2 psia. 
3) Thermal Vacuum Discharge - The battery temperature was 
adjusted to 100°F and subsequently disCharged in a near 
vacuum environment at an 18.75 ampere rate with a duty 
cycle of 5 minutes on and 1 minute off. 
The criteria for success of the three tests was that there 
be no evidence of significant electrolyte expulsion and that no measur-
able electrical potential exist on the battery case. 
9.2 Test Results Summa;x - Visual inspection and electrical measure-
ments of the battery following each of the tests revealed that no electro-
lyte was expelled. The final thermal vacuum discharge of the battery. 
which had been activated for 15 days, resulted in a 14.0 ampere-hour 
output capacity. This output was approximately 8% greater than specifica-
tion requirements. 
As a result of these tests, the ALSD was proven capable of 
meeting the transit and lunar surface thermal-vacuum environments. 
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100 0 DRILLING AND CA,SLi'ifG 
10.1 Test Requlrements - The ALSD drilling and cash,..g tests (8) 
consisted of t'wo general categories: 1) Verify the ALSD drilling pene-
trad.on rate. and coring capability in four (4) consolidated rock models, 
and 2) Verify that a space suited subject can physically dr5.ll and case 
3-meter holes in the va.r:tous lunar surface simulation models. Speci£:Lc 
requir~ments of the tests included G~e followip..g: 
43% 
431'0 
1) Demonstrate ~~at the ALSD is capable of drilling each 
Rock 
of the follov7ing rock specimens with a single core bit 
at the required penetration rates and percentage of core 
recovery: 
Specimen Accumulated Penetration Core 
Specimen TemEerature Drilling DeEth M.te Re cove EY. 
Porosity Bclsalt Room 100 in. 4 in./Min. 95% 
Porosity Basalt _58°F 20 in. 4 in./Min. 957., 
Pumice Room 240 in. 60 in./Min. 54'70 
Dense Basalt Room 20 in. 0 4 8 in./Min. 9510 
2) Verify that a spacesuited subject can physically drill and 
case two, 3-meter holes in each of three lunar surface 
models in a maximum of 66.4 minutes for each model. 
3) Verify that a spacesuited subject can provide the torque 
and thrust requirements necessary for drilling under a 
1/6-G gravitational environment. 
4) Verify that the ALSD equipment, inclusive of the self-
contained battery power source, is capable of drilling 
and casing two 3-meter holes in each of the three lunar 
'surface simulation models. 
5) Verify that the ALSD is capable of recoverip~ core material 
equivalent to at least 40 percent of the linear drilled. 
depth from the second 3-meter hole in each of the three 
lunar surface simulation models, and that the largest 
piece of consolidated core will be at least one inch in 
length. 
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6) Verify that the emplaced casing in each of the lunar 
surface simulation models is within ± 15 degrees of the 
local vertical, and is of sufficient straightness so 
that a 22-inch probe, 0.75-inch minimum diameter, will 
pass freely to the bottom of the hole. 
10.2 Test Results Summary (Shirtsleeve Subject) - A tabulation of 
the consolidated rock model drilling test results is presented in Table 
IV-I. These models were drilled by a shirtsleeved operator, using the 
weight of the drill to provide the axial thrust. Drilling rate in the 
vesicular basalt at room temperature (7.2 in./min.) as compared to the 
low rock temperature test (4.7 in./min.) is attributed to the variation 
of sample drillability and not to the low temperature effects. An ambient 
room temperature test of the same specimen used for the low temperature 
test resulted in approximately the same penetration rate. 
The vesicular basalt calculated core recovery of 106% is 
attributed to the presence of voids in the drill string between frag-
mented core sections. It is es timated that the true recovery was approx':' 
imately 96-98%, based upon the quantity of material remaining in the 
hole. after drill string withdrawal. 
In general, the major drilling requirements (penetration rates, 
core recovery, length of consolidated core sections) were surpassed dur-
ing the tests. The new bit which was employed for each of the four tests 
survived the drilling environment, and was still operating at the con-
clusion of each test with deterioration varying from nil in the pumice 
model to moderate in the vesicular basalt models. 
10.3 Test Results Summary (Spacesuited Sub1ect} - The initial space-
suited subject tests were performed using the test setup shown in Figure 
1II-28. During these tests both the subject and drill were counterbalanced 
to lJ6-G during the actual drilling portions of the simulated mission to 
assure that the subject could provide the necessary torque and axial 
restraints to the ALSD. Subsequent tests were performed without the 
l/6-G simulators to attain better task time data without the interruptions 
of coupliog/decoupling the simulators. 
The 3-meter drilling and casing requirements for each of the 
three lunar surface simulation models included the following major tasks: 
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Table IV-l 
Consolidated Rock Model Drilling Test Results 
--Ves. Basalt (Ambient) Ves. Basalt (Low Temp) Dense Basalt Pumice 
Parameter Req't. Actual Req't. Actual ~ Req:i t. Actual Req·t. Actual .~.~---. .-...-~.-~ ...... -Total Drilling Depth (In. ) 100 108.6(1) 20 27.9 (2) 20 20.4(3) 240 243.5(4) I 
Total Core Recovery (In.) N/A 115.2 N/A 26.9 NjA 20.2 NjA 138.8 
Total Drilling Time (Min. ) NjA 15.2 NjA 5.95 NjA 14.1 NjA 1.7 
Calc. Dr:f.lling Rate (In./Min. ) 4.0 7.2 4.0 4.7 0.8 1.4 60 142 
Cale, Core Recovery (%) 95 106 95 96.4 S5 99 54 57 
Length of Longest Core (In.) 1.0 1.9 1.0 1. 75 1.0 8.0 1.0 1.9 
Rock Temperature (OF) Room Room -58+.5 -56 Room Room Room Room 
_ .. ,."
- -~ --- . JL':"'~ -- -----~ 
Notes: (1) Sequentially drilled 8 holes:;> 12-14 inches per hole, in a 15-inch slab of vesicular basalt. 
(2) Sequentially drilled 3 holes, 8-10 inches per hole, in a 12-inch slab of vesicular basalt 
placed in a low temperature chamber. 
(3) Drilled a single hole in a 2l-inch slab of dense basalt. 
(4) Sequentially drilled two, lO-foot holes in pumice model. 
t 
> , 
~ 
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~jor Task 
1) Post Landing Preparation Simulate removal of ALSD from ALSEP. 
Stack hole casings and drill strings 
(simulated retrieval from ALSRC) in 
ALSD rack. St~v caps and stowage racks 
(simulated retrieval from ALSRC) On ALET. 
2) Deployment (First Hole Site) Disassembly of ALSD from stowage mode, 
attach operation handle, erect rack, 
emplace treadle, prepare to drill first 
hole. 
3) First Hole Drilling Drill and sequentially add extension tubes. 
4) First Hole Withdrawal Perform preparatory tasks for casing hole, 
withdraw drill string from hole. 
5) First Hole Encasement Sequentially power drive hole casings, 
decouple and stow e~tension tubes. 
6) 
7) 
8) 
Note: 
Second Hole Drilling 
Second Hole Withdrawal 
Second Hole Encasement 
Discard first hole core, drill and se-
quentially add extension tubes. 
Perform preparatory tasks for casing 
hole, withdraw drill striDg from hole. 
Sequentially power drive hole casings; 
decouple, cap and stow individual exten-
sion tubes with second hole core. 
See References 2 and 8 for detail delineation of major tasks. 
A portion of these tasks are Shown in Figures IV-lO through IV-14. 
Task items 2 through 8 had to be accomplished within 66.4 minutes for each 
of the three lunar surface simulation models. 
During performance of the space suited subject drilling and casing 
tests several problems occurred which required equipment and/or procedural 
modifications. !he major equipment modifications included the following: 
1) The power head thermal guard was redesigned with softer 
grade stainless steel tubing to preclude fatigue failure 
resulting from drilling vibrations, 
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Figure IV-lO ALSD Transport Mode 
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Figure IV-ll ALSD First Hole Deployment 
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\;;' 
Figure IV-12 ALSD Casing Operation 
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Figure IV-13 ALSD Drill String Withdrawal 
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Figure IV'-14 ALSD Drill String Decoupling 
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2) The handle-to-battery fixe.d locking pin was redesigned 
as a solid machined fitting (in lieu of welded assembly) 
to reduce the possibility of failures resulting from 
droppage of the battery/power head/handle assembly. 
3) The drill string treadle lock mechanical spring was 
replaced with a molded, silicon rubber boot to preclude 
temporary jamming caused by rock cuttings entering the 
lock cavity. 
4) The casing tip was redesigned to the configuration illustrated 
in Figure 111-10 to improve the reliability of penetration 
through back-filled, predrilled holes in consolidated rock. 
5) The casing-to-power head adapter was redesigned to the 
configuration illustrated in Figure 111-10 to attain opti-
mum torque transmission and quick release Characteristics. 
The major procedural change developed during the qualification 
test program was the decoupling of the drill string ~fter its withdrawal 
from the hole using the wrench and treadle lock as illustrated in Figure 
IV-14. This technique was preferred over the previous procedure of de-' 
coupling sequentially while withdrawing the drill string because: 1) The 
subsurface hole disturbance was minimized, thus increasing hole recovery 
for the casing operation, and 2) The task of decoup1ing extension tubes 
was more difficult at the relatively low levels required concurrent with 
withdrawal compared to the Figure IV-14 technique. 
A tabulation of the final spacesuited subject test results for 
the three lunar surface simulation models is presented below: 
.. ".----.-.,-.,--, 
Congl. . + V.B. Congl. + V.B. Congl. + D.B • 
Parameter 
----.,-~--'" ..• -
. Requ iz:ement Chunks Block Block 
Mission Time 66.4 Min. 46.1 Min. 59.4 Min. 57.1 Min. 
(Tasks 2-8) 
:&'irs tHole Verti- < 150 2.50 20 < 5· 
cality 
First Hole. Accept. Accept. Accept. Accept. 
Straightness 
Second Hole Verti- < 15° 20 10 0° 
cality 
Second Hole Accept. Accept. Accept. Accept. 
Straightness 
Second Hole Core 401'0 Min. 40& lJ'~ 50.8/0 32% 
Recovery 
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Because of the casing problems experienced prior to design 
fi.nalization, a series of casing tests was performed to demonstrate 
reliability of the final configuration. This test series involved 
encasement of nine holes -... three holes in each of the three luna.r 
surface simulation models by a spacesuited subject. These tests were 
all successful with the exception that the casing tip sheared during 
the encasement of one hole (conglomerate with vesicular basalt block) 
resulting in the reduced useable hole depth of 2.6 meters. This parti-
cular problem was attributed to a chunk of rock which had separated 
from the parent rock as a result of weakening from the numerous holes 
which had been previously drilled. 
In summary, the drilling and casing qualification test program 
which resulted in several procedural and equipment modifications, 
demonstrated that the final ALSD configuration is capable of performing 
the two-hole drilling mission on the lunar surface. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 1u1D RECOMMENDATIONS 
1.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The primary conclusion of this report and of the ALSD Program 
is that a hand"operated lunar drill has been designed, fabricated, and 
qLta1ified for the purpose of drilling twQ, 3-meter holes in the lunar 
subsurface for the emplacement of liFE probes. Other subsidiary concluN 
siaUB which have evolved from the design and test phases of the drill 
system are presented in the following paragraphs. 
1.1 ~:r:;i1l 0.Re:;:8;bi~itt - As evidenced by the results of the ALSD 
Qualification Test Program, a single, spB.cesuited subject can perform 
the necessary operations (2) for drilling and casing two, 3-meter holes 
in the lunar surface in less than the alloted time of 66.4 minutes. Actual 
mission time depends, in part, upon the drilling characteristics of the 
subsurface material.. Of eql.18.l importance in ensuring successful .accomplish-
ment of the drilling mission ina minimum time period is the adeq.uacy of 
~~e astronaut training progr~ Specific recommendatiaus for accomplishing 
this objective are pres.ented in paragraph 2.1. 
1.2 ~~!ign T~chn~~~ ~ Development of the ALSD drilling system 
required unique applications of a multitttde of design technologies in 
order to attain the desired results. Some of tt.'le major ALSD subsystems 
Which incorporated technologies originally developed for other applica-
tions include the following: 
1) Application of metallic cladding (copper and nickel) to 
the hole casing fiberglass substrate to improve the 
abrasion resistance characterisd.e.s of the base material, 
2) Employment of eccentric cam ~;aracteristics for the 
development of the semi-automatic drill string locking 
device, 
3) Application of state-of .. :the-art gear and bearing systems 
combined with unique packaging techniques to minj~ze 
weight and power inefficiencies in ~~e power head, 
4) Application of llJl:l.gnetic saturable reactance techniques 
for minimizing flux dens! ty (and motor spead.) v-ariation 
with tempe~a.ture over the pawer head operating temperature 
range, 
5) Employment of independent rotary d.ynamic. and linear 
bellows dynamic se.a.ls :i.n the power h'22.d to provide seal .. 
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ing of the output spindle, which requires two-dimensional 
(axial and rotaI)') freedom for its operation, 
6) Development of a high discharge rate, high power-to-weight 
ratio· (40-45 watt .. hours/pound) battery system. inclusive 
of an internally mounted power control switch to minimize 
system complexity, 
7) Development of a miniIIlUm tube thickness drill string 
capable of optimum percussive energy transmission co~ 
sistent with the storage requirements (number of extension 
tubes) and astronaut decoupliDg capabilities in the lunar 
environment, 
8) Employment of drill string dry cuttings transport system 
consisting of an external helical flute capable of operation 
to subsurface depths exceeding three meters. 
9) Application of optimum core bit indexing principles to 
improve the consolidated ~ck drilling power efficiency. 
1.3 !!ateri;s..~s and :t::rocesse,! - Development of the ALSD drilling system 
also required utilization of state-of-the-art materials and processes in 
order to meet the weight and operating eIIVironment requirements as delineated 
below: 
1) Investment-cast magnesium housings were used for the power 
head to minimiZia weight and ma.ximize thermal conductance 
for the passive EeS, 
2) The superior strengtb.-to-weight characteristics of titanium 
were employed in the pcrwer head shock absorber system, 
casing adapter and tip,. and core bit extension tubes, 
3) Magnesium sheet was used for construction of the battery 
outer cases to minimize weight and maximize thermal con-
ductance for the passive EeS" 
4) Passive Ees finishes with appropriate absorptivity and 
emissivity characteristics were used on the power head, 
thermal gua.rd~ battery case and battery shroud to eliminate 
the weight penalties of active thermal control systems, 
5) Recently developed fluorinated-teflon lubricants (oil and 
g.t"ease) were employed in the sealed power head to acconmodate 
v- 2 
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t.~e high tempera.i::u.re~high lQ3.c:(.ng reqy.lireme.n.ts, SoU.d 
fUm lubricants ,vere .s::nployed for :tightly-loaded moving 
parts of t.he ALSD exposed to t.~e nell?." va.CHum e1J.V'1.ron.rnent, 
6) A recently developed, teflo:o.-impregD.Cl.t.:ed anod.i.ze finish 
was used on the ·e:;o{cen.siQn tube cottpling joints to meet 
the rigid c.outa.:uinat1.on control reqp.i:t"faments of the A.T..SRC .. 
Other new ma.!n.1facturing pro::!esses were considered for use on 
~~e ALsD system such as electrophoretic deposition of c.arbide coatir~s 
for the drill bits, b'ut were subsequently rejected due to sc..'i-J.edule require-
ments, Utilization of some of t:..'l'),ase processes are described lJ.J;1.der 
recommendatio~s for future improvements of ~~e !LSD system. 
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2.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The recommendations described below may be categorized as 
follows: 1) Operability and. training recommendations, 2) D,,asign changes 
to the !LSD requiring minimal re-qualific~tion, 3) Product improvements 
requiring more significarit evaluation and test" and, 4) Advanced lunar 
drilling systems. 
2.1 Operability: ani .. 'l).:~~'=1in& -
1) A permanent ~~truetor(s) should be selected for the 
ALSD portion of the ALSEP astrons.ut training program. 
This instructor should possess a reasonable technical 
understanding of the ALSD subsystems, and should have 
performed several simulated drilling and easing missions 
(both shirtsleeve and spacesuited) using the detailed 
operating procedures provided in Reference 2. In this 
maImer', the experienced instructor can more efficiently 
provide the candidate astronauts with the required 
training within the limited time allocated for ALSEP 
training. Use of ~~eALSD operational film provided 
by the contractor in conjunction with film coverage 
during the astronaut performance sessions will also 
serve as invaluable aidS for training critiques. The 
operating prQCedures (2) have been developed through the 
p,:arformance '.of numerous siImllated drilling misSions, and 
any major deviations should be carefully evaluated prior 
to ~~eir incorporation. 
2) Man/machine interface evaluation tests shOtl1d be continued 
with the !LSD using both KC-135 and neutral buoyancy 
1/6 .. G siImllation techniques. As additional modifications 
are incorporated into the spacesuits, requirements for 
accompanying .!LSD modifications may become apparent, 
especially in the areas of minimlm and maximum reach heights. 
2.2 Minimal Design ChaAA~Jt -
1) Investigate the possibility of deleting the thermal guard 
predicated upon updated information regarding maximum 
SEQ temperature profiles, lunar sun angle extremes during 
!LSD operation~ probable lunar surface drilling characteris-
tics ~s related to ALSD power requirements, and temperature 
capabilities of the spacesuit outer thermal garments. 
Elimination of the thermal guard would result in a weight 
reduction of approximately 0.5 pounds, and :Lmproved op·erabi1ity 
ot the system" 
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2) Investigate the possibility of increasing ti1e length of 
the ALSD wrench handle as a. means of increasing the mini-
mum reach height required of the astronaut during pick-up 
of the rack and treadle assemblies from the surface during 
lunar operations. 
3) Conduct tests to determine the maximum allowable pre-
flight ba.ttery activation time (beyond the C'..lrrent ll-day 
restriction.) to provide ad.ditional flexibiHty during the 
KSC operations. 
4) Conduct tests to determine improvements (faster penetration 
rates) realiz.ed when casing through back .. filled holes in 
consolidated rock which have been predril1ed with oversized 
core bits (1.125 inches). Power requirements must also be 
determined for the larger diameter core bits to ensure that 
the battery capacity is not exceeded. 
5) Incorporate a pOwer head modification consisting of the 
addition of a sho,zk-absorbing sleeve mounted concentrically 
to the cam follower. This will reduce shock loading of 
the power train system encountered during high torque 
drilling or casing situations wniCh will p~olong component 
life. . 
2.3 ~ro~c~_~~~~~ts ~ 
1) Conduct studies and. tests to determine an optimum configura-
tion boron-filament casing with drill bit to replace t.'I,.e 
existing fibergLass casings. The lI19.jor advantage of the 
boron material is that a simultaneous drilling and casing 
operation can be performed in lieu 0.£ t..'I,.e separate opera.tions 
currently required, thus substantially reducing the astronaut 
b:tsk time and ·work load. Preliminary development tests ha.ve 
been performed with boron filament tubes which have demon-
strated feasibility of this approach. 
2) Cond.uct studies and tests to determine the feasibility of 
utilizing electrophoretically dep~sited carbide coated 
bit tips with a metal substrate in lie~ of the current 
solid tungsten ca.rbide tips. Alth~.lgh the existing bits 
have perfo'I'm-~ satisfactorily in the dense and vesicular 
basalt rock standards, other igneous rocks such as extremely 
dense basalt~ obsidian, and abrasive vesicular basalts ·ca.n 
result in more rapid deter:loration of tungsten carbide t..'I,.roogb. 
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the processes of abrasion, fractures, or braze failures. 
Utilization of· the .coa.ted tips would theoretically provide 
the high strength characteristics of steel combined with 
the hardness Characteristics of carbide. 
3) Conduct studies and tests to determine the feasibility 
of using the ALSD as an alternate lunar surface experiment 
(in addition to HFE probe emplacement) for obtaining a 
large array of core specimens. With relatively few modi-
fications (primarily deletion of components) the ALsD system 
could be converted to a shallow hole (40-80 c~) sampling 
device which would not impose a large work load on the 
a.stronaut operator. 
4) Conduct studies and tests to determine areas where the 
ALSD weight can be reduced. Primary areas of investiga-
tion include substitution of Lockalloy for titanium in 
the drill string which would save appro~imately 1.5 pounds, 
and USe of a machined magnesium treadle in lieu of tne 
current honeycomb assembly with welded components, which 
would saVe approximately 0.5 pounds. 
5) Fabricate a lunar surface simulation model using updated 
Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter information. The model speci-
fications should be agreed upon by the scientific community 
including NASA, U. So Geological Survey (Astrogeology 
Branch), principal in~estigators, etc. The model should 
provide a minimum of 4 variations of drilling characteris-
tics, and should occupy an area of approximately 9 square 
meters with a depth of 5 meters. A working area of approxi-
mately 36 square meters at the top should be provided 
in order to adequately accommodate spacesuited subject 
training and related equipment. The model could be used 
jointly by the drill contractor, NASA astronaut training, 
and oth~r contractors and principal investigators engaged 
in lunar surface experiment work for NASA., 
204 Advaneed Lunar Drilligg Systems - In addition to the specific 
recommendation.s submitted in support of the ALSD,. consideration should be 
g ivan to immediate continued development of drilling techniques and equip.-
ment whichvrl.ll ultimately be required for larger lunar drilling devices. 
The ALSD represents a significant beginning for suCh devices, but con-
siderable development work is required before practical deep drilling 
devices can be fabricated for use on the moo~ The differences berween 
present-day earth drilling rigs and comparable lunar drilling devices is 
analogous to t.b.e differences between a jet plane and a $pacecraft capable 
of landing on the moon's surface. . 
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The importance of planetary drilling systems cannot. be over-
emphasized because of the numerO'.1S geological and geophys:tca:t experiments 
whiCh require subsurface holes. A partial listing of potential e~peri­
mental measurements includes the follawing: 
1) Subsurface temperature 7) Acoustic velocity 
2) Thermal diffusivity 8) Mass spectrometer 
3) Magnetic susceptibility 9) Neutron-gamma. 
4) Electrical conductivity 10) Tv Probes 
5) Natural ga.mma 11) Geological sampling 
6) Bulk Dens! ty 12) Biological sampling 
Throughout the performance of the ALSD program, various drill-
ing teChniques and mechanism concepts have been suggested and discarded 
for use on the ALSD system, but which c.ould be developed on an engineering 
model basis now for future implementation in planetary drilling devices. 
These developments should be pursued immediately in order to meet the 
future drilling requirements. 
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APPENDIX A - REFERENCES 
1. Martin Marietta Report No. ER 14349P(DPR-3») Phase C Final Report/ 
Phase D Technical Proposal for Apollo Lunar Surface Drill, dated 
August 18,1966. 
2. 1:1a:r.tin Marietta Report No. ER 14756(DSM.-l & DSM-2), Familiarization 
and Support Manual for Apollo Lunar Surface Drill, dated July 15, 1968. 
3. Martin Marietta Plan No. DPL-1-1-2~ Qualification Test Plan for 
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill, dated 30 September 1966 and revised 
10 September 1967. 
4. Martin Marietta Report No. ER 14682(DE~1-15)~ Apollo Lunar Surface 
Drill Theoretical Thermal Analysis Report, dated November 1967. 
5. Martin Marietta Report No o DQR-3-I, Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Qualification Test Report (Mechanical), dated January 12, 1968. 
6. Martin Marietta Report No. DQR-3-2, Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Qua~i£ication Test Report (Thermal Vacuum)) dated March 20., 1968. 
7. Martin Marietta. Report No. DQR-3-3,. Apollo Lunar Surface Drill". 
Qualification Test Report (Electromagnetic Interference), dated 
March 15, 1968. 
8. Martin Marietta Report No. DQR-3-4, Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Qualification Test Report (Drilling and Casing), dated 11ay 28, 1968. 
9. Martin Marietta Report No .. DQR ... 8-1,. Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Auxiliary Qualification Test Report (Power Head Vacuum Test), 
dated March 18, 1968. 
10. Martin Marietta Report No. DQR-8w 2, Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Auxiliary Test Report (Power Head Thermal Vacuum Tests), dated 
March 29, 1968. 
11. Martin Marietta Report No. DQR-8-3, Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Qualification Data Verification and Test Report (Mechanical), dated 
April 12, 1968. . 
12. Martin Marietta. Report No. DQR-8-5,. Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Design Verification Test Report (Hold-d.own Attachment), dated 
6 September 1968. 
\ 
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13. Yardney Electric Corporation Report No. 988-68, Qualification 
Testing of the PS 940300014-003 Apollo Lunar Surface Drill 
Battery, dated January 1968. 
14. Yardney Electr~c Corporation Report No. 1069-68, Investigation 
and Requalification Test Report for ALSD Battery Electrolyte 
Leakage Elimination Tests, dated July 1968. 
I.nforma1 Development Test Reports 
15. DQR-2-l-00l, Core Bit Optimization Tests - Determination of NASA 
Standard Sample High Density Basalt Properties, dated 17 February 1967. 
16. DQR-2-1-002, Core Bit Optimization Tests - Preliminary ALSD Drill 
Rate Verification, dated 12-15 January 1967. 
17. DQR-2-1-003, Core Bit Optimization Tests - Summary of 4-Carbide 
Bit Penetration Rate Tests, dated 25 January - 12 MarCh 1967. 
18. DQ~2-l-004, Core Bit Optimization Tests - Evaluation of Three, 
Four and Five Carbide Tipped Bits', dated 16-20 March 1967. 
19. DQR-2-1 .. 005, Core Bit Optimization Tests - Verification of ALSD 
Axial Bit Pressure Requirements, dated 30 March - 4 April 1967. 
20. DQR-2-l-006, Core Bit Optimization Tests - Evaluation of Carbide 
Geometries and Hardness, dated 28 April - 31 May 1967. 
21. DQR-2-1-007, Core Bit Optimization Tests - Evaluation of Carbide 
Geometries and Hardness, dated 17 June 1967. . 
22. DQR-2-2-00l, 3-Meter Conglomerate and Pumice Model Drilling -
Penetration Rates and Core Recovery Tests, dated 7-21 August 1967. 
23. DQR~2-2-002, Special Pumice Core Recovery Tests, dated 19 September -
16 October 1967. 
24. DQR-2-2-003, ALSD Field Drilling Tests, dated 15-21 October 1967. 
25. DQR-2-3-001, Hole Casing Sleeve Tests (Bore Hole Geometry with 5-
Carbide Bit), dated 6 October 1966. 
26. DQR-2-3-002, Hole Cas'ing Sleeve Tests (Bore Hole Geometry with 4-
Carbide Bit), dated 7 October 1966. 
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27. DQ~2-3-003~ Hole Casing Sleeve Tests (Split Tube Casing within 
Drill String), dated 10 October 1966. 
28. DQR...2-.3-004, Hole Casing Sleeve Tests (Split Tube within Drill 
String)~ dated 11 October 1966. 
29. DQR..-2-3-005, Hole Casing Sleeve Tests (Conglomerate Model Hole 
Recovery), dated 10 February 1967. 
30. DQ~2-.3-006, Hole Casing Sleeve Test (External Fiberglas), dated 
11 February 1967. 
31. DQR ... 2-3-007, Hole Casing Sleeve Test (External Metallic), dated 
13 February 1967. 
32. DQR-2-.3-008, Hole Casing Sleeve Test (Torque Restraint Measurement), 
dated 17 February 1967. 
33. DQR...2-3-009, Hole Casing Sleeve Test (Internal Drill String Split 
Tube), dated 18 February 1967. 
34. DQR~2-3-010, Hole Casing Sleeve Test (Power Driven Sleeve), dated 
23 February 1967. 
35. DQR..-2-.3-01l, Hole Casing Sleeve Test (Perforated Metallic Sleeve). 
dated 24 February 1967. 
36. DQR-2-3-012, Hole Casing Sleeve Test (Powered, Fluted Fiberglas), 
dated 1 May - 29 June 1967. 
37. DQR-2-3-013, Hole Casing Tip Optimization Tests, dated 15 September -
30 October 1967. 
38. DQR.2-3-014, Hole Casing Tip Development, dated February-April 1968. 
39. DQ~2-.3-015, Hole Casing Adapter Development, dated April-May 1968. 
40. DQ&-2-3-016, Hold-Down Attachment Development Tests, dated 5-22 
August 1968. 
4~. DQR,...2-4-001, Electromagnetic Interference Test (PLGT), dated 
1-14 November 1966 • 
. /
/42. DQR ... 2-4-Q02, Electromagnetic Interference Test (EMI Model Power 
Head), dated 25-27 January 1967. 
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43. DQR-2-S-001, Human Factors Exploratory Tests, dated 31 May 1967. 
44. DQR-2-5-002, ALSD Human Factors Torque/Thrust Capability Test, 
dated 13-14 June 1967. 
45. DQR-2-5-003, ALSD/EMU Operability Tests (A5L spacesuit), dated 
1-2 June 1967. 
46. DQR-2-6-001, ALSD Power Head High Temperature Test, dated 20-30 
December 1966. 
47. DQR-2-6~002, ALSD Power Head Temperature Distribution at 1 ATM, 
da ted 7 March 1967. 
48. DQ~2-6-003, Drill String Temperature Test (Preliminary), dated 
23-Z4 March 1967. 
49. DQR-2-6-004,Low Temperature Battery Performance Tests, dated 
17-Z0Apri11967. 
50. DQR~2-6-005, Drill String Temperature Test (Final), dated 4-11 May 
1967. 
51. DQR-Z-7-00l, ALSD Drilling Tests (Preliminary), dated 13-15 Janu-
ary 1967. 
52. DQ~2-7-002, ALSD Drilling Tests - Deep Hole Scoria, dated 
5 April 1967. 
53. DQ~2-7-003, ALSD Power Head and Treadle Lock Reliability Test, 
dated 10-11 October 1967. 
54. DQR-2-l2 ... 001, ALSD Power Head Seal Test, dated 12-15 January 1967. 
55. DQR-2-12-002, ALSD Power Head Seal Perforrriance in Vacuum, dated 
25 July ... 1 Augus~ 1967. 
56. DQR-Z-12-003, ALSD Power Head Vacuum Rock Drilling Test, dated 
17-19 December 1967. 
57. DQR-Z-I3-001, Battery Cell R1ectrical Characteristics (Flight), 
dated 26 October ... 7 November 1966. 
58. DQR-Z-13-002, Battery Cell Electrical Characteristics (Training), 
dated 27 October ... 7 November 1966. 
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59. DQR..2-1.3-003, Battery Cell Electrical Chara.cteristics (Training), 
dated 2l~30 November 1966. 
60. DQR-2-13-004, Battery Cell Electrical Qlaracteristics (Training), 
dated 15-30 December 1966. 
61. DQR..2-l3-005~ Battery Assembly Electrical Characteristics (Flight) , 
dated 28 March 1967. 
62. DQR ... 2-13-006, Battery Assembly High Temperature Electrical Charac-
teristics (Flight), dated 31 March - 3 April 1967. 
63.. DQR,..2 .. 13-007, Battery Assembly Off-Limit Electrical Characteristics 
(Flight), dated 16-17 May 1967. 
64. DQR-2-l3-008, Battery Assembly High Current Test (Flight), dated 
14 June 196 7. 
65. DQR-2-14-001, Electrical Switch Low Pressure Performance Verification~ 
dated 5-9 December 1966. 
66. DQR-2-14-002, Electrical Connector Performance Tests, dated 6 April 1967. 
67. DQR-2 .. 14-003, Battery Assembly Switch High Current Test, dated 15 June 
1967. 
68. DQR-2-15-001, Determination of Rock Cutting Packing Factor, dated 
30 January 1967. 
69. DQR-2 ... l5-00"2, Evaluation of Cuttings Collection Requirement, dated 
6 April 1967. 
70. DQR-2-16-001, ALSD Start-Cycle Power Losses, dated 6 February 1967. 
71. DQR-2-l7-00l, Magnetic Field Measurements Tests, ALSD, dated February 
1967. 
72. DQR-2-18-001, Power Head Percussion Spring High Temperature Cycle 
Life Test, dated 16 March 1967. 
73. DQE~2 ... 19-00l, Evaluation of ALSD Treadle Open Loop System, dated 
1 April 1967. 
74. DQR-2-l9-002~ Evaluation of Drill String Anchor System, dated 
14 April 1967. 
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75. DQ~2-19-003t Evaluation of Universal AnChor, dated 31 May 1967. 
76. DQR-2-19-004, Evaluation of Partially Fluted Drill String, dated 
23 June 1967.· 
77. DQR-2-l9-005, Determination of Open Loop Drilling Parameters, dated 
1 May - 29 June 1967. 
78. DQ~2-l9-006, Veretca1 Indicator Re&ponse Tests, dated 22 September 
1967. 
79. DQ~2-l9-007, ALSD Drill String Treadle Lock Accidental Disengagement 
Test, dated 20 October 1967. 
